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Abstract
The present study manipu'lated time

orientation, actual

fictjonal predictabjlity as defined by
object'ive si tuat j ons i n order to 'investi gate the j r effects on
perceived controllability, predictability, confidence, and
responsibiljty as measured by subjective ratings. A chance task
was used jn which B0 subjects obtained one of two discs marked
with erither a triangle or a circle (not made visible until the
controllab'ility,

end

and

of the study).

Subjects were

triangle they would win a prize.

in

terms

of whether the disc

told that by obtaining
Tjme

orientation

was obtained before

vúas

the

manipulated

or after

the

taken. Actual control I abi I i ty was manipulated in terms of whether or not subiects selected the djsc.

dependent measures were

Fictional predictabiiity

was manipulated 'in terms

not subiects.were told which
was hypothesized

symbo'l represented

of whether or

winning. It

(a) tfrat a future time orientation and high actuai

controllability would interact to increase perceived controllabilíty, confidence, and responsibility; (b) that a future time
orjentatíon and h'igh fictional pred'ictabilìty would jnteract

to

j ncnease percei ved predi ctabi

'l

'ity and conf i dence ;

and (c )

that high actual controllability and high fìctjonal pred'ictabi'lity

to jncrease perceìved controllability' pred'ictabjlity, confidence, and responsibility. Results failed to
confjrm any of these hypotheses. Findings ind'icated an inter-

would interact

action

among

time orjentatjon, actual controllabjl'ity,

fictional predíctability for
'

perceived controllab'if

- jjj

ity.

and
A

future as compared to a past tirne orjentation resulted in

predictabiljty. Hígh as compared to low
actual controllabilÍty resulted in greater perceived respon-

greater perce'ived

si b'i'l Í ty

"

S

j nce no previ ous

pendent variables w'ith any

study

combi ned

of the dependent

a'lthough attemptede were consídered

the three

i nde-

measunes, comparisons

speculatjve. Fjndings

were

ìnterpreted in terms of the apparent complexity of the rela-

tionshjp between these three 'independent variables and the
possible ineffectiveness of the high fictjonal pred'ictability
man'ipu1àtion

abiiity.

to

Impf

enhance perceived

controllabjlìty

and predict-

ications for future research and abstract theory

were also discussed.
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CHAPTER

I

LITERATURE REVÏEl,l

of all tjme is
time itself. For centurjes tjme has been an enjgma to the greatest
of philosophers from St. Augustìne to Emmanuel Kant to Bertrand
'Perhaps one of the most mystifying concepts

Russell. Phi'losophers,

howevere

are by no means the only breed

of interest in the concept
of tjme. Generatjons of the greatest of scientists have done
I i kewi se lrom Lei bni z to Newton to Ei nstei n . Ì,Ji th the b'i rth of
psycho.'logy came yet another breed of beings interested jn time.
of

bejngs that have invested centurjes

Until recently,

however, psycho'logists have been interested

primarily 'in the subjectíve experience of time (Doob, 1971';
Fraisse, 1963; Rao, I97B)
Human be'ings seem

behave

in a temporal

been argued

that

have a propensity

frame

human

or analyzed without

to

to think, feel,

of reference (Doob, 1977). It

and

has

feeljngs cannot be experienced, dìscussed

some

reference to

thejr

(Stern, 1938). Recentìy, there has been

temporal djrection

some

interest

among

in the effects of time orientation, the djrection
of one's av,/areness on the contjnuum of time. A question to be
answered is whether and how differences in one's time orientation
psycholog'ists

towards an event can affect one's thoughts, feeiings, or behaviors
towards that event" There are as yet very few investigatìons jn

of the obiectives of the present study js
investjgate some of the effects of time orientation.

this area"

One

to

2

Much

and

of

order.

may be

human

history'is a product of the struggle for control

The prefenence

a part of

human

for controllability

and

predictabiìíty

nature, either ontogenet'ica11y or phylo-

geneti ca'l 1y caused (Averi I I

, I973).

Control I abi

1

ity

can

defjned

jn terms of the relationship

outcome

(e.g., the driver steps on the brakes [responsel

vehi cl

e stops foutcomeJ

)

.

between

be

a response and an
and the

Predi ctabi 1 i ty can be defj ned j n

-terms of the relationship between a stjmulus and an outcomç

(e.g., the iight turns red [stimulus]
a stop lresponse]

).

A controls B

if

..

and the veh'icle comes to

A influences B, but

A

pred'icts B if A serves as an jnformational cue that B will occur

of its influence or non-influence of B). The
posit'ive effects of controllability and predjctability over
(regardless

aversjve stimulj have been well documented along with the negative

effects of uncontrollability and unpredictabilìty (Averill,

L973;

Mineka & Kihlstrom, 1978; Selìgman, 1975).

In the struggle to control and predict ljfe events

people

utilize experiences from the past and antjcipate those jn the
future. Percejved controlIabif ity and perceived predictabiI'íty
can appìy to both past as wel 1 as future event outcomes. Al
though we may think
we can

that we can only predict a future

"pred'ict" a past outcome jn the sense that

yet be known to us. Similarly
outcome was

it

outcome,

may not

we can perce'ive whether

controllable, Yet prediction

and

the past

control tend to

be associated wjth the future rather than the past because the
paSE, even an unknown

past, has already

been determined and

3

can no longer be controlled

as much as our perception
may

differ,

or predicted in the usual sense. In

of the past and that of the future

perceived controllabi'lity and perceived predictability

over an event may depend upon whether that event has already

or is yet to happen. Investìgations into thjs possibility
are aS yet lacking" Therefore, the present study aims to examine
the variables of tjme orientation, controllabiljty, and prehappened

dictabjf ity.
Time

All

psychoìogical phenomena take p'lace on a subjective

of tjme. For alrnost a century, psychologists have
been engaged in tÍme-related research. Compared to other areas

continuum

in psychology,

however, psychoìogists have invested

reiatively

little interest in this area
Time Perception

of time is a basic and ongoing human experience. Its uriderstandÍng Ís fundamental to the understanding
of any prob'lem of conscious experience (Illeber, 1933). Temporal
The perception

est jmati on j s by f ar

the most

time percept.ion. In general

extens ì ve'ly i nvest'igated aspect

of

, resuìts 'indjcate that below a

certain'length, subiects tend to g'ive over-estimations of
time interval.. As the time jnterval increases'in ìength,
estimatíons occur and also increase
searchers have believed that there

in extremity"

is,

Many

a

under-

re-

and have attempted to.

locate, an jnterval at which estjmations tend to be correct
(Kowalskj, 1943; Loehljn, 1956; Rizende, 7952; Smythe & Goldstone,

4

1957).
Some

However, there has been

little

agreement among

researchers have concjuded that there

is

results.

no single

Such

interval for al'l subjects or for the.same subject under different
circumstances (glafely, 1933; Scott, 1935; Trieman e 1963;
Woodrow,

1951). Aside from the ìength of the temporal interval,

other factors have been found to affect time estimation.

Among

these are the type and amount of mental and physica'l activity

during the time .interval. However, the results of studies

on

the effects of these factors have not been consistent either
(Bakan, 1955; Clausen, 1950; Dobsono 1954; Rao & Saj Prasad,
re73)

Personalitv and Time Perception

of personality variables has.recently been
studjed as possible determjnants of time perception and estiA wide range

mation. Falk and Bindra (1954) investigated the effects of
Stress on time perception and found that under conditions of

stress subjects

results,

made

over-estimations

howevere were

of time intervals"

not found by Henrìckson (1948).

Such

Johnson

of trait and state anxìety on tìme
estimatjon. Results failed to show any relatjonships. F'indjngs
from Rao and Mythili (in press) jndjcate a greater estimation
(1968) studied the effects

for

elapsed tjme

in the h'igh manifest anxiety

to the moderate and low anxjety groups"

group compared

There was no s'igni-

latter groups. Lynn (1961)
studied time judgement as a function of introversjon and extraficant difference

between these two

version as measured by the Maudsìey Personai'ity Inventory.

0f the ten trials administered, no significant difference in
time judgement was found for the fjrst seven trials. However,
a greater estimate was made by introverts in the last three
trials. Eysenck (1959) found similar results jn a single trial"
However,

results to the contrary ldere found by Du Preeze

(1964).

In al'l , results on the effects of personal'ity variables on time
perception have generally been inconsistent and jnconclusive.
Psychopatholoqy and Time Perception
Impairments

of time perception

psychopatho'logica'l states

.

have been found

in some

Those sufferi ng f rom psychotic

depression usual'ly perceive time as unpieasant (Payk ' 1977)"

Various investigators have concluded that there

js a defective

of time assocjated with schizophrenia.
payk (tgll) observed that ifiis aistortion of time in schizo-,
phrenics 'is characterize¿ by a dissociation of chronological
order. Seeman (1976) believes this defective time sense to be

and

distorted

responsible

sense

for the manifested

i n schi zophrenics

schizophren'ic
breakdown

.

dysfunctions

Fernandez Zoi I a (1977

spiitting of personality is

of the

of reality

test'ing

) bel j eves that the
assoc'iated

normal tjme sequence such

with

the

that the patient

in contradictory positions with respect to time. Some
schizophrenics seem to suffer from a compiete loss of time,
others from the fear of the loss of tjme (Rao, L979). Studjes
comparing schizophrenìcs and normals in time estjmatjon have shown
stands

jnconsistent and inconclusjve results
1939; Rabin

"

(Dobson

'

1954; Johnston,

Lg57; Smythe & Goldstone, 1957). More recent investj-

gatjons have been lack'ing. Although there
defective perception of time

is

is

evidence that

a

assocjated with psychopathology,

jnvestjgatìons Ínto this area.are

few.

The processes under-

iying manifested temporal djstortions are not

known.

Tíme 0r'ientat j on and Predì'ctabil i !y
T'ime

orientation is the direction of one's awareness on

the continuum of tjme" More specifically, time orientation

to a given event can,be defined as one's place on the continuum
of time with respect to the g'iven event. Research into this
area has thus far been sparse and limited"
The temporal distance of future events and jts effect on
the intensity of personal jnvolvement has been investigated
(Ekman &

Lundberg, I97I; Lundberg, von hlright, Frankenhaeuser,

& 0lson u

I974, 1975). Findings jndjcate that personal jnvolvement

decreases as a function

event.
mal

of increasing

temporal distance

to

an

) studied the involvement of
future events . Si gni f i cant

Lundberg and E1lonen (1977

es and femal es 'i n potent'ia'l

differences were found between the two Sexes" Females tended
to consider future events to be more jmportant than males. They

also tended to see the occurrence of negatjve events as more
probable than positive ones.
KoenjS (1979) compared the tjme

orientation of internals

and

externals as measured by Rotter's I-E Scale. Findjngs confirmed

his hypothesis that externals were more future orjented

internals. In as much as achievement motivation is
control, Koenjg's

( 7g7g)

than

an internal

findjngs seem to contradict those of

Agarwal and

Tripatlrí (igZe) which

persons were

showed

that achievement-orjented

future rather than past or present oriented"

Strickland, Lewicki, and Katz (1966) studjed the effects of
tjme orientation upon subiects' wagers on a chance event. In
a series of dice-throwing tri.ais, subjects jn one group pred'icted
each outcome and bet on

those

in

it

before they threw the dice, while

another group postdicted each outcome and bet on

it

after they threw the dice. The hypothesis was confirmed that
greater risk-taking in terms of the lower probability of their
expected outcomes was found

group.

However, no

for subiects jn the prediction

significant differences were found

between

the pred'iction and postdiction groups in either selî-rated
confidence or amount wagered over the expected outcome. Strick-

et a:I. (1966) attributed the greater risk-taking by the
pred'iction group to the poss'ibif ity that one may tend to see
land

a paSt chanCe eVent aS "fated" Or "Sealed"
one, and thus have less perceived

control.

COmpared

tO a futUre

The preference

for

in rjsk-taking situations even when
there is no real'istic basis for it (Cohen, 1960).

perceived control

is

found

In a similar study on prediction and póstdictjon, Rothbart
and Snyder (1970) hypothesized

that there should be a djfference

jn the confidence levels between the predictjon and postdictjon
groups even though Strickland et al. (1966) failed to find such
a djfference. They further suggested that a form of magical
thi nki ng m'ight be respons i bl e

for the expected

d'ifferences i n

confidence level between these two groups. They reasoned that

B

magical thinking, the attempt

to

"cause" an outcome by wishing,

for increasing one's estimate of the subjective probability of an outcome. Strjckland et al. (1966)
failed to find a difference in confidence level, they reasoned,
because all subjects knew there would be 30 success'ive trials

might be responsible

of djce-throwing and betting, so postdiction subiects could
have been

betting on the next

outcome and empioy'ing mag'icaì

thinking before thg dice were thrown (which woujd then

make

the postdiction group comparabje to the prediction group).
In order to prevent magical thjnking by the postd'iction group,
Rothbart and Snyder (1970) employed only one

trjal jn which

subjects rolled one die with the postdiction group unaware that
they wouìd

later

be betting on the outcome. As hypothesized,

they found that subiects making predictions
fjdence and,

feit

greater con-

in addjtion, bet more money and exhjbited

shorter

bet latency than subiects making postdict'ions. Consistent

with Strickland et

al.'s finding that the prediction group

exhibited greater risk-taking, Rothbart and Snyder found that

th'is group bet

more money than

The temporal context

the postdiction group.

of information has been found to

affect both its detail and rejatjve probab'i'lity (Bavelas', 1973).
When asked to give the itinerary of a trjp taken by a third
person

to

in the past or future,

be more detaíled

The responses

cantly more

responses

for the past

were found

quant'itatively (though not qualjtatively).

for the future were' on the other hand, signifi-

rare.

They included piaces

that were less probabje.

in agreement with Strickland et al.
(1966) anq Rothbart and snyder (1970) in that ròre common or
probable outcomes are estimated for past events (1ess risk-

These

fjndings

seem

to

be

taking), while rarer or less probab'le

outcomes are estimated

for future events (greater rìsk-tak'ing).
In a series of'three experiments Fischhoff (1975) found that
not only does knowing an outcome of a past event increase the
perceived likelihood of the outcome, but also ifre iudged rele'leading to the outcome. in addjtjon,
vance of the circumstances
he found

that people

were unaware of

this effect in that

they

believe the likelìhood of the outcome would have been iust
apparent

to

as

themselves and others had the outcome been unknown.

In a further study Fischhoff and Beyth (1975) found that after
event outcomes were known, people tended to remember their origina'l predictionS as more accurate than they had actua'l'ly
Thus

it

seems

been"

that people not only be'lieve thay can make iust

aS accurate predictíons

without knowing an outcome but they also

believe they are more accurate than they actualiy are.

Fjschhoff (I976) performed another series of experiments

jn which he found

no consistent differences between the iudged

likeljhood of possible future versus past event outcomes presented
by the experimenter when outcomes were not disclosed. In'l'ight

of the Fischhoff (1975) results, thjs finding was attrjbuted
to the fact that no actual outcomes were given to the subiects.
In addjt'ion, Fìschhoff (I976) found no s'ignificant differences
between the judged likelihood of future versus past event outcomes

i0
when

the

outcomes were produced by

the subjects themselves.

These

fjndjngs seem to contradict Rothbart and Snyder (1970) and Strickland et al. (1966). Fischhoff (1976) also found that when asked

to

generate a

list of possible outcomes to a g'iven event, past

outcomes tended

to

be more ìmaginat'ive and complex than f'uture

outcomes. This seems to contradict Bavelas' (1973) findíngs

that past outcomes generated by subjects tended to be more common,
less rare, and no more qualitativeiy detaìled than future outcomes"
In all, studjes on the effects of time orjentation are not
only limjted but have been rather ínconsistent'in terms of both
the methods employed and the results obtained.
Uncontrol I abi I i tv and

Its

Eflqc:lr

As def .ined by Sei igman (1975) uncontrol
when an outcome
man (1975)

js

independent

I

abi'lity

occurs

of a voluntary response. Selig-

nu, claimed that uncontrollabil'ity produces cognitive,

emotional, as well as motivational

deficits jn

in anjmalsu a conditjon he termed "learned

humans as

well

as

he'l'þ'leSSneSS"¡'

Hjroto and Seligman (1975) reported that co]1ege students
who had been exposed

to inescapable

loud noise subsequently

significantìy poorer on anagram solv'ing than subjects
exposed to escapable joud noise and no loud noise. Miller and
performed

Se] i gman ( 1975

"skill"

)

di

d a study i nvol vi ng co] 1ege students on

taSk where Successes and failures on each trial

prearranged without the

subiect's knowledge. Subiects

a

Were

were

Dretreated with escapable, inescapable, or no loud nojse in.a

triadjc design"

The escapable group could termjnate the noise

i1
whenever they

wanted. The jnescapable group

was yoked

to

the

first group such that they receìved the loud noise exactly as
the first group but had no control over the noise. The inescapin theír expectancy for success
between trials on the "skill" task. The escapab'le group showed
an increase jn their expectancy for success follow'ing success
and a decrease in their expectancy for success following failure.
Mjller and Sejigman (1975) attributed these results to a cognitive
able group showed no differences

set in the inescapable group preventing

them from bel'ieving

that

thejr response. The experindependence inherent jn uncontrol-

success and fai"lure was contingent on

rience.of

response:outcome

labil'ity distorts the subsequent perception of
contí ngenci

es

(

Emotional

,

Sel j gman

1975)

response-outcome

.

deficits as a function of uncontrol'lability

have

in terms of physiologicai and affective
responses. Find'ings in this area, however, have not always
general'ly been measured

been

consistent.

Geer and Maisel

ga'lvanic skín response

for

(tglZ) found a decrease in

subjects who had control over

an

aversive stimulus. Fjndings have also shown a general decrease

jn

GSR

stimúi

i

across subjects after repeated exposures to aversive
(Gl

ass & S'inger , I97?)

Brittain (i971)
One group was

.

Hokanson, DeGood, Fomest, and

administered shock

to two groups of subjects'

allowed to take tjme-outs from shock when they

to the fjrst group in that
they received shocks and time-outs at the såme time as the first

wanted. The other group

was yoked

group but had no control over when time-outs òccurred. Consistent-
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1y higher blood pressure was found

for the yoked group through-

out the experiment. Gatchel, Pauius, and Maples (1975) found
greater reported feel i ngs of depress i on , anx'iety

, and hosti 'l i ty

in subjects exposed to inescapable noise.
Maiser and Sel'igman (I976) and Seligman (1975) have reported

that exposures to uncontrollable aversive stimul'i resulted jn
a reduction of attempts by the organism to control and

adapt

to other events. Hiroto (1974) found that exposing coliege

to inescapable {oud noise resulted in the subsequent
failure to escape noise in the finger ifruttle box where the subiect
needed only to move his hand from one sjde of the box to the other.
Subjects in thjs group simp'ly sat and accepted the no'ise passiveìy.
Subjects who were exposed to no noise or to escapabìe noise
learned readi'ly to finçjer shuttle and escape the noise. Similar
students

results were found by Hiroto and Sefigman (1975), Krantz, Glass,
and Snyder

(Ig7Ð, and Fosco and Geer ifgZi). Glass and Singer

(1972) found that exposure

to uncontrollable loud noise resulted

in poor performance at proofreading, irritability, and giving
up in problem solVing. Subiects made to beljeve they had control
over the loud noise did not show these deficits.

of Controllability
(1975) defines controllabjlity in
Types

Seligman

terms

of

response-

outcome conti'ngency. Many investigators have concluded that

controllabjlity is stress-reducing to an organism (Mandler

&

Averili (1973) distinguishes three
different types of controllabiiity: cogn'itive, decisional u and
l{atson, 1966; Sell, 1970).

behavioral.

Cognitive Control

of a potential'ly
threatenjng event through the interpretation of it. Th'is type
of control may be further divjded jnto jnformation gain and
Cognitjve control ínvolves the management

.

appra'isal
based

Informat j on gai

n

j nvol ves an objecti ve

,

rea'l i ty-

interpretation. Appraisa'l jnvolves an interpretation

whjch has been modjfied according

to the

needs and desires

of the individual who has actìve'ly 'imposed meaning on an event.
A preference for some information concerning an outcome, even
when

that

outcome

is

unavoidable, has been found (Lanzetta

&

Drisco'I1, 1966; Monat, Averill, & Lazarus , 1972). Cogn'itive
'interpretation or appraisal of a sjtuation or event can alter

its

perceived aversiveness and threat (Lazarus, i966).

Decisional Control

for selection
from a range or number of alternatives avajlable to an individual
The availabjlity of cho'ices has been found to jnduce a sense of
control which reduces the aversiveness of an aversive stimulus
Decis'ional control involves the opportun'ity

(Corah &

Boffa,

1970).

Behavioral Control
Behavioral control jnvolves the direct influence upon the

jn terms of action. Averill (1973) further
partitjons this type of control into reguiated administration

environment

and stimulus

modification" Regulated admjnistration does not

actually invo'lve control over an event in terms of prevention

tu

or escape. In this case control exists only over when or
where an event occurs and who brings

jt about. Studies whjch

have jnvolved regulated administration
have shown

of aversive stimuli

that subjects generaliy prefer..self-administratíon

and temporal

certa'inty

(Bal

I

& Vog'ler,

I97l;

Lovi bond, 1968;

Pervin, 1963; Stotland & Blumenthal, 1964). Stimulus modification involves the abjlity to avoid, escape, take tjme out from,

or otherwise jim'it the intensity of an aversive stimulus.

As

with other types of control these various manipuìations of stjmulus
modification have genera'l1y been found to have modifying effects
on aversive

stimuli (Glass & S'inger, 1972; Hokanson et

I97I;

" 1972).

Huston

a'l

.,

Control I abi I 'ity and Predi ctabi'l i ty

controllability and pred'ictability
be made (Nickels, Note 1), yet these two concepts have been
A dístinction between

can

ty does
not necessarily involve controllabjlìty, controllabiljty js often
accompanied by predictabiiity. Subjects who have control over
the administration of a stimulus, for example, aiso have temporal
certainty about the occurrence of that stimulus. Mineka and
Kjhlstrom (1978) have stated that some degree of predictabil'ity is
ínherent in controllabjlity. However, Burger and Arkin (1980)
showed that the degree of predi ctabi 1 i ty and control I abi l'i ty need

confounded i n previ ous studj es .

A1

though predi ctabí f

i

not covary across a'l'l situatjons. That js, sjtuations exjst where,
although

controllabiljty is h'igh, pred'ictability

may be

vice versa. A useful distinction (ruict<els, Note 1)

low,

may be

and

that

i5

controllability 'imp'lies a person's capabilíty of jnfluencjng

an

that is, making an'impact on an outcome by affecting its
likelihood of occurrence (regardless of whether one can take ac-

outcome,

of the outcome); whereas_
predictabi'lity implies a person's capabi'l'ity of anticipating an
outcome, that is, mak'ing a forecast of an outcome by taking account
count

of this

impact

of its ljkelihood of

in

makjng a forecast

occurrence (regard'less of whether one can

make

an impact on the outcome).
Seligman (1975) believes

that controllability has the

portant role in the production of learned,heìplessness

more im-

even''though

Averill (1973)
beljeves that jt is the element of predictabílity inherent in controllability rather than controllabiiity'itself that facilitates
predictability can reduee fear and anxiety"

stress-reducti

on

However,

.

In an attempt to separate control I abi f ity and predi ctabi'l'ity,
Geer and Maisel (1972) adminjstered aversive
groups

of subiects.

visual stimuli to three

For one group a button was available through

which subjects could control (terminate) the aversíve

stimulj.

An-

of information on the
duration of the aversive stimulj. For both of these groups there was
a warnjng tone 10 seconds before the onset of the aversive stimuli.

other group was g'iven predictab'i1ity'in terms

Thus, both these groups had pred'ictability but only the

fjrst

group

controllability over the aversive stimuli. A third group had
nejther controllabílity nor predictabiì'ity" A lower GSR towards the

had

aversive st'imuli was found

for the group that

either of the other two groups. In addition,

had

control than for

more preference

was

I6

indicated for controllabjf

ity than for predictabjlity.

Geer and

Maisel (1972) concluded that the effects of controllability cannot
be attributed

to pred'ictabif ity alone. Unfortunate'ly, there was

no group wi th control l abi f
Schul
homes

i

ty but wì thout

predi ctabi f

i

ty.

z (.1976) did a study involv'ing o1d peopìe in

as subjects" Three groups

nursing

of subjects received visits

from índividuals arrjving on a predictable, controllable

and

predictablee or random schedule. Both the predictable schedule
and the control'lable and predictable schedule resulted

behavioral changes not found

difference jn

amount

for the random group.

of pos'itive

No

in positive
significant

changes was found between the

predi'ctable group and the controllable and predictable group.

to isolate the effects of contro'l1abi'lity
and predictabj'l'ity was made by Burger and Arkin (1980) jn an
A recent attempt

experiment involving a learned heìplessness

situatjon.

Four

of subjects were exposed to one of four combination of
controllable or uncontro'llable and predictable or unpredictable
groups

loud noise whi'le solving anagram problems. The controllablepredictable group could immedjately terminate the loud noise
by solv'ing an:grìâ!râffi correct'ly. The controliable-unpredictable

told they could reduce an unknown duration of loud
nojse jn half by solving an anagram correctly. The control'Ïable-

group was

predictable group therefore had predictability over the offset

of the noise while the controllable-unpredíctable
The uncontrol

I ab1

group did not.

e-predi ctabl e and the uncontrol I abl e-unpredi

ct-

able groups soìved anagram problems while the noise was presented

T7

but were not told they could control the noise jn any way.
For the uncontrollable-predjctable group, the noise was presented

at a set interval. For the uncontrollable-unpredictable group,
the stimulus was presented at differing intervals and in differing
lengths.

A1'l-groups received the same amount

of noise. A control

group was also jncluded where no noise blasts were presented.

All

subjects were subsequent'ly gíven a memory

task. Significantly

poorer performance on the memory task was found
I abl

e-unpredi ctabl

e . group

only

,

a'l

ong

wi

for the uncontrol-

th a grea'ter depress i ve

affect. Results jndicate that either control.labjlity or predictability by itself can mit'igate the negative effects of an aversjve
stimulus. In this sense, then, both controllabjlity and predictability are 'important variables. An additional finding was that
a h'igh desire for control resulted in significantiy poorer
performance on the memory task than a low desire

for control.

Perceived Controllab'ility and Perceived Predictability
Seligman (1975) has stated
I

abi

that it is not the uncontrol-

l'ity of events. per se that resul ts i n I earneci hel pl essness

e

but rather, the perception that events are uncontrollable.
Lefcourt (1973) after a revjew of the ljterature on the stress-

of controllab'ility sajd that "".. the sense of
control, the jllusjon that one can exercise personal choice,
has a defjnite and positr've role in susta'ining life" þ.a?a).
reducing effects

The perception

of controllability

and

predictabjlity

may be

the crucjal factor jnvolved jn stress"reductjon or the mitigation

of

any negative effects

of aversive stimuli"

1B

However

,

percei ved control I abi 1 i tylpredi ctabi 1 i ty can be

"presumed" (as

well as "verjfied") and can even be "fictjonal"

"actual"). In fact, the case has been made (Nickels,
Note 2) tlrat any so-called "illusion" of control or prediction
js based on someone perceiving a fictional relationship to
be actual either because of an unverified presumpt'ion on the
person's part or because evjdence is falsified in sone way so
(as we]l as

verification although available is inaccurate. In other

wordsu

a control'lable/predictable situation can involve perceived

controllability/predictabíiity with or without actual controilability/predictabil ity. Thus, a consideratíon of the situational
manipuiatjon

of

perceived controliabil ìtylpredictabil

ity

becomes

'important.

Studies involving the manipuiation

bif

ity

and

between,

of

perceived controlla-

predictabiìity have generally faiIed to'distinguish

or control for, verifjed versus presumed controllabíljty/

predictabiì'ity. In some studies (e.g. , Glass & Sínger , 1972)
subjects jn the controllab'le conditíon were told only that they
could termìnate an aversive stimulus and had no verification

of their alleged controì, while in other studies (e.g., Burger
& Arkin, 1980) subiects in one of the controllable conditions
actualiy terminated -- and verified that they terminated -an aversive stimujus by performing a specific
even the

mani pu'l

ati on

of

task. In fact,

control l ab j l i tylpredi ctab j'l t'ty i n

siñg1e experiment may not be consistent,

Arkjn (igeO) study where subjects

had

a

as'in the Burger &

verífied contro'l1abi'lity
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in

one condition but only presumed

Finally,

many

failed to

controllabilíty in

another.

studies manipu'lating actual controllability

measure perceived

have

control'lability (e.g., Burger &

Arkin, 1980; Geer & Maisel, 1972; Lerner & Matthews, 1967)

or perceived predictab'if ity (e.g.,
& Matthews

,

1967

;

,

Wortman

Since actual control

Geer &

Maisel, 7972; Lerner

i975 ) .

jn

terms

of a response-outcome contin-

is not' a prerequisìte. for. percejved contnol (Se'ligman,
1975), it is perhaps not surprising to find that the human
desjre for control of a chance-determined outcome may result
in the perception of controllability where none is poss'ibie
(Langer, 1977). Langer (1977) has found this "íllusjon of
control" in a number of chance situations. However, of most
gençy

to the present study are two jnvestigatìons which ínactual, controllability without actual predictability

relevance
troduced

(Lerner & Matthews, 1967; Wortman, 1975).

In the Lerner and Matthews study (7967), pairs of subiects
were

told that one of

them would end up

receiving a shock

the other a more desjrable outcome depending on which of

and

two

s'lìps of paper ('indicating their fate) each picked out of a
Subjects "picking

first"

determined not only

but also the fate of their partner

who was

their

own

bowl

fate

jeft with the rema'in-

ing sl'ip ("fates interdependent" condition)" In the "fates
independent" condition subjects were asked

to pick from a bowl

full of.slips, half of which represented the shock condition
and

half the desirable condjtion. In the "fates

jnterdependent"

.
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condition, subjects were found to attribute the responsibility

for their fates to

whoever picked

first. In the "fates indepen-

dent" condition subjects attributed responsibjlity for thejr
fates to themselves. These fìndings jndicate that a sense of

responsíb'ility and poss'ibly percejved controllability can result
from bringìng about a behavioral outcome
s

i

in an unforecastable

tuati on.

In a somewhat similar study

Wortman (tgZS) explored the

possibility that "caus'ing" an outcome in a chance sjtuat'ion can
induce perceived control , choíce, and responsib'i'lity. In addit'ion,
Wortman (tgZS) beljeved

that another possible determinant of

of the desired outcome.
After subjects rated the desirability of a number of consumer
items, they were told that two of the previously r:ated i-tems
perceived control was "foreknowledge"

would be available and

to obtain

one

that they

wou'ld have

the opportunìty

of them. 0f the two available items one had been

previously rated by the subject as desirable, the other less

so"

told that whichever item they obta'ined would be
randomjy determined in that subiects would be blindly se'lecting
Subjects were

from a coffee can ejther a red or a blue marble (each
represented one

of the two items).

of

whjch

For one group the experi-

menter selected the marble, and subiects were

told

beforehand

whjch colored marble represented which item (experjmentercaused-foreknowledge

conditjon)" A second group of

pícked the marble themselves and were also

told

subiects

beforehand whjch

colored marble represented whjch jtem (se1f-caused-foreknowledoe

2t

conditjon). A third

group also picked the marble themselves

but were told they would not find out which colored marble

untjl later (self-caused-no foreknowledge
condition). Results showed that compared to subiects in the other
two groups, those in the self-caused-foreknow'ledge conditjon rerepresented which item

ported s'ignificantiy greater (a) feelings of control over which
colored marble they obtajned, (b) feelings

of choice about which
item they obtained, and (c) feelings of responsibility for getting
the item they obtained. Subiects in the experimenter-caused-fore-

in the self-caused-no foreknowledge conditions
did not differ sjgnificantiy on any of the three dependent measures.
knowledge and those

Wortman

(i975) concluded that neither causality nor foreknowledge

alone had an

affect.

However, since Wortman (tgZS)

ínclude a no causality-no foreknowledge conditionu
may be premature,

have been

for causality

a'lone

failed to

this conclusion

or foreknowledge alone might

sufficient to generate a sign'ificantiy greater

control, choiceu and responsibility than when there

sense of

was nejther

causality nor foreknowledge.

In

Wortman's study (1975) tfre man'ipuìation

of causaiity

can

of actual or behaviorai control (Averill
1973), whereas the manjpu]ation of foreknowledge can be seen as the
manipulation of foreknowledge of event-outcome contíngencies wjthout the knowl edge of whi ch event occurs , i .e. , fi cti onal pred'i ctability. In the latter case, knowjng ahead of time wh'ich colored
be seen as the manipulation

marble goes with whjch outcome may have jncreased one'S know'ledge

of

event-outcome còntingencies,

but

it djd not increase one's
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actual control
perce'i ved
combined

l.abi

control

I'ity or actual predi ctabi I i ty.
seems

to

Neverthel ess

,

be f ac j j j tated when f oreknowl edge 'is

wjth causality.
Present Study

Time

" Controllabil ity, Predictab'if ity
Rothbart and Snyder (1970) and Strickland

have suggested

et al.

(1966)

that the effect of time orientation on one'S

perceived confidence over an event outcome

is a result of our

to perceive more control over the future than the past
even when no actual control is or was possibje. If this is the
tendency

casee then greater perceived

and perhaps even perceived

controllability,

perce'ived confidence,

predictability might be expected

towards future than past event outcomes

in both of the above studies subiects threw the
díce (or die) themselves. Therefore, although their control over
the chance-determined outcome would be classifjed as fjctional,
the eubjects may have presumed that their ''throwing" was influentia'l , 'lead'ing to an "illusion of control" (Langer " 1977).
However,

Unfortunately, neither study requ'ired subiects to make predjctive
and

postdictive evaluatjons

when

the experimenter threw the djce

(or die), so no test of this self throw/other throw effect
possib'le.

Still it

may be

that a future tjme orientatjon

was
as

to a past time orientation promotes greater perceived
controliabjl'ity oniy in a sjtuation wh'ich provides jnformation
allowing the subject to presume some element of personal

compared

controj. 0r,

extendjng

this

reasoning somewhat furthere

one
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m'ight expect

that only in a situation which provides information

allowing the subject to presume

diction

some element

of

persona'l pre-

will a future time orientation as compa.red to a past

time orientation promote greater perceived pred'ictability.

this effect could not be tested, for neither
of the above studjes obtained any measure of perceived predictability. Therefore, the present study js an attempt to clarify
these issues by'including situational manipulations of time orien-

Again, unfortunateìy,

tation (Rothbart & Snyder, tg70; Strickland et al. 1966), actual
control'labi'lity (Burger & Arkin, 1980; Lerner & Matthews, 7967;
|{ortman u lg75), and fictjonal pred'ictability (Wortman, 1975).
Control I abi I i ty and Predi ctabi I i ty

previous'ly, l^lortman (1975) found that only a
,indicated
situation providing both actual controllability and fictional
As

ty faci I i tated percei ved control I abi 'l i ty ând responsibility (cf. Burger & Arkin, 1980). It may be reasonable, i

predi ctabi

however,

1

í

to

extend the above analysis

to other variabjes.

For

, the combi nati on of actual control I abí I i ty and fj ctj onal
predictabi'l íty may simjlar'ly fac'il itate perceived pred'ictab'i lity
and conf i dence. Unfortunate]y , l^lortman (1975 ) f ai I ed to measure
exampl e

perce'ived

(1967)

predictability and confidence; and Lerner

failed to

measure perceived

and confidence, as

coñtrollabil

& Matthews

jty, predictab'ility,

well as fajled to manipuiate fictional

pred'ictability. Therefore, the present study is an attempt to
extend the limits of prior controllability/pred'ictab'iìity
studies using all of the above variables jn a single study"
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Summary

of

Variables

The present study attempted

to manipulate time orientation,

actual controllability, and fictjonal predictabi'lity as defined

in order to investigate their effects
on perceived controllability, pred'ictabif ity, confidenceu and
responsibÍlity as measured by subjective ratings. To accomp'lish
this, a. chance situation was, used in which time orjentation was
manipulated in terms of when an outcome occurs; actual control:
Iabif ity was manipuiated in terins of one's actual inf1uence over
by objective sì'tuations

which outcome occurs (Lerner & Matthews, 1967; Wortman' 1975);
and

fictiona] predictability

was manipulated

jn terms of the

information one receives about event-outcome contingencies
(Wortman, 1975).

All

dependent variables were measured by

the use of

questionnaire. In Rothbart and Snyder (1970), subiects
asked

rate

to select

how

one

of six

a

were

chance-determined outcomes and then

confident they were that their chosen outcome would

occur. In the present study, subjects were asked to rate.
how confident they were that a particular outcome selected
by the experimenter would occur. This change should prevent
an illusion of control which can be produced when subiects
choose their own outcome to evaluate (Langer, L977).
Hypotheses

From

the above discussjon of Rothbart and Snyder

and Strickland

orientation

et al. (i900) it

and

was hypothes'ized

that

(1970)

time

actual controllabil'ity wi1ì interact to jnflu-
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controllability, which in turn will
influence one's perceived confidence and responsibílity. Simiìar'ly, it was hypothesized that time orientation and fictional
pred'ictabi'l'ity w'iì1 jnteract to influence a person's perceived
predictabjlity, which in turn will influence one's perceived

ence a person's perceived

confidence. Final1y, based on the djscussion of

it

was hypothesized

Wortman (1975)

that actual controllability and fictional

pred'ictability wiì1 interact to infjuence both a person's
perceived controllabilr'ty and perce'ived

in turn will influence one's perceived

sibi'lity.
vanced

predictability,

which

confidence and respon-

Hence, the fo'llowing spec'ific hypotheses were ad-

for

each

Perceived

of the four

dependent variables;

controllabijity.

The hypotheses

for this

depen-

dent variabie are:
Hypothesis
and actual

1.

The combination

of tjme orientation

controilability will interact such that

perceived

controllabilíty wi'li íncrease as one proceeds (a) from past
to f uüure time ori entati on under h'igh actual control I abj 'l i ty
and (b) from low to hìgh actua'l controllability under a future
time orientation.
Hypothesis
and

2.

The combinatjon

fictional predictability

ceived controllab'ilìty

will

wi'11

of actual controllabiljty

jnteract such that per-

increase as one proceeds (a)

to high actua'l controllabil'ity under high fìctional
pred'ictabif ity and (b) from low to high fjctional pred'ict-

from low

'ì
abi I i ty under hi gh actua'ì control abi'l i ty.
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Percei ved predi ctabi I ity.

vari abl e are

The hypotheses

for this

dependent

:

Hypothesis

3.

The combination

cif time orientation

fictional predictab'ility will interact

such

and

that perceived

predictabiljty will increase as one proceeds (a) from past

to future time orientation under h'igh fictional predictability and (b) from low to high fÍctional pred'ictabÍ'l'ity
under a

future time orientation"

Hypothesis
and

4.

The conbination

of actual contro'llability

fictional predÍctabi'lity will interact such that

perceived

predictability w'iì1 increase as one proceeds (a) from

1ow

to high actuaì controllability under high fictional predictability and (b) from low to high fictional predictabil'ity
under high actuaì controllability.
Perceived confjdence. The hypotheses for thís dependent
vari able are:

5.

of time orientation
and actuaj controllabiljty wi'11 interact such that perceived
Hypothesis

confidence

wilj

The combination

increase as one proceeds (a) from past to

future tjme orjentation under h'igh actuaì controllabif ity
and (b) from low

to

h'igh actual

controllability under a

future time orientation"
Hypothesis
and

6.

The combinatjon

of time orientation

fictional predictabjlity wi1ì jnteract such that

ceived confidence

will

per-

increase as one proceeds (a) from

past to future t'ime orientation under h'igh f ictional
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predictabiiity and (b) from low to h'igh fjctional predict-

ability under a future tíme orientation.
Hypothesjs 7. The combination of actual controllability
and fictional prediCtab'ility wi1'l jnteract such that perceived confidence will increase as one proceeds {a) from low
to hjgh actual controllability under high fictíonal pred'ictabi I'ity and (b ) f rom I ow to hi gh f j cti onal predí ctabi'l 'i ty
under high actual

Perceived

controllability.

responsibility"

The hypotheses

for this

dependent

vari abl e are:
Hypothesis
and actual

B.

The combination

of time orientation

-

controllability wi'lì interact such that per-

ceived responsibility

will

increase as one proceeds (a)

from past to future time orientation under high actual

controllability and (b) from low to high actual controllabi1ìty under a future time orientation.

9.

of actual controlla'l
bí 1 i ty and fi cti onal predí ctabi I i.ty wi 1 i nteract such
Hypothesis

The combination

that percejved responsibility wjl1 increase as one proceeds (a) from low to h'igh actuaì controllabilìty under
hi gh f í cti

f i cti

onal predì ctab.i I'ity and

(b

) f rom I ow to h'igh

onal predi ctabi 'l 'ity under hi gh actual control

I ab j I i

ty

.
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CHAPTER
METHOD

Subjects

Subjects were B0 introductory psychology students

partici-

in the study for experimental credit. There were 10
subjectsu five males and five femajes, random'ly assigned to

pating

of eight experimenta'l cond'itions

each

subjects were run índividually
15

mi

(see Table

jn sessions of

1).

The

approximate'ly

nutes each.
Overvi

ew

of the present study
was to jnvestigate the psycho'logical characteristics of winners
and losers. To provide 'incent'ive, subjects knew ahead of time
that they would receive a small prize if they succeeded at the
Subjects were tol d that the purpose

experinìèntal

task.

The experimental task involved a chance

event (obtainíng a dÍsc) wíth two possib'le outcomes, one desirable and one undesirable. To prevent magical think'ing

in the

past t'ime orientation conditions (Rothbart & Snyder" 1970), the
experiment consjsted of'one
Two

trial for all

levels of each of three

subiects.

dimens'ions

--

past or future

time orientatjon (PT or FT), high or low.actual controllab'i1ity
(HC

or LC), and high or low fictional pred'ictability

(HP or

factorily 'in a ZxZxZ des'ign. Tjme orientation was man'ipulated jn terms of when the disc lvas
obtained, that is-; whe'ther the dísc was obtajned before the
experimental manipulatlons or after the administration of a
LP)

--

were varied
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Tabl

Sequence

eL

of Events

Introduction to the study: E shows discs to

S

Obtaining the Disc (Past tíme orientation condi ti ons on'ly ) :
S selects the disc (condition 1 & 2) or gets the disc
wh'ich drops out first (condition 3 & 4l
I

nstructi

Time,

ons

Controllability,

E remi nds S that
a'l ready sel ected

& Predictabif

that

PÏ/HC/HP)

S knows the winning symbol
S

(condition 3:

PTlLClHP)

S does not know the winning
symbol (condition 4: PI/LC/LP)

S knows the winn'ing
S

(condition 5:

symbo'l
FTlHC/HP)

S does not know the winning
symbo'l (condition 6: Fï/HClLP)

di sc

tells S that
will get the disc
which drops out first
E

(condition 1:

S does not know the winning
symbol (condition 2: PT/HC/LP)

got the disc which
dr.opped out first

E tells S that
will seiect the

Manipulations:

S knowi the winning symboì
S

the disc

E remi nds S

ity

S

S knows the wi nn'ing symbol
(cond j ti on 7 : tT /LC/HP)
S does not know the wjnn'ing
symbo'l (condition 8: tI/LC/LP)

Questi onnai re

Qbtajnìng the disc (future t'ime orientation conditions only):
S sãiects the disc (condítion 5 & 6) or gets the dìsc
whjch drops out first (condition 7 & B)
Conclusion

to the StudY
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questionnaire whjch measured the dependent variables. Actual

controllab'il'ity

was manipulated by g'iv'ing

influence over obtaining the discu that

or

chance inf'luenced wh'ich was

is,
or

disc.

wi

Fjctional

thhol di ng ì nf oma-

that is,

symbol-outcome contjngency,

or not the s_ubject was told which of two

personal

whether the subject

the subject's

predi ctab j 'l i ty was man'ipu'lated by g'ivi ng

tion on the specific

or withholding

whether

symbo'ls represented

wi nni ng .

Procedure

to a preset sçquence of
events. See Table 1 for a Summary of the Sequence of events
for each condition, and see Appendix A for the exact jnstructions
The experiment proceeded according

given subiects

in

each

of the eight conditions.

Introduction to the Study
Each subject was seated
who drew
i nch

'i

n

at a table opposite the experimenter,

attention to two black

di ameter

wooden

djscs approximate'ly

one

.

I

have here two wooden discs on which markings have been
made usìng an invisible ink which can be made visible
under the-ultraviolet light of th'is 1amp. I E turns on
1amp.1 Notice that one of these discs 'is marked w'ith a
triangìe and the other with a circle.
By show'ing these markings
was

to the subiectsu they

actually a different identifyjng

díscs. The ultraviolet

knew

mark on each

lamp was then turned

off

that there

of the

two

and the two

discs put inside a sealed coffee can" The inside of the coffee
can was shown

to the subject.

?1

Obtaining the Disc (Past Tjnre Orientation Only)

After subjects had been introduced to the study,
under the PT conditions obtained one

those

of the two discs.

The

experimenter shook the coffee can vígorously to m'ix up the discs

inside. Then the experimenter bi'ind1y dropped the discs out
of the can through an opening large enough for only one disc at
a time to drop through. Subjects in the PTIHC/HP and PI/HCILP
conditions v{ere asked to select and keep in their hands one of the

discs.

in the PT/LCIHP and PTlLCILP condjtions
were asked to take and keep in their hands the disc that came out
two

Subjects

first. At the tjme the PT subjects obtàined a disc, they had
no knowledge

win or

that the disc they got

lose.

Hence

there could have been no mag'ical thinking

for subjects under these four
i

nstructi

determined whether they would

conditions.

ons

At this point all subjects rece'ived the following instructíons:

of this study is to jnvestigate the psychological characteristics of winners and losers before they
actually learn whether they have become winners or losers.
In this experiment, all subiects are given one opportunity
to win a prize. As you have seen, one of these two discs
is marked with a circle and the other with a triangìe.

The purpose

Time.

Controllabilitv,

and

Predictability Manipulations

The experimental mani pul at'ions were imp'l emented

as

fol

I ows

:

7. PT/HC/HP. Subjects in this condition were to1d, " the
dí scs have been shaken v'igorous'ly 'inside thi s can, then b1 i ndiy
dropped one

at a time onto the table.

You have already been asked
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to pick one of the discs and keep it in your hand. In order
for you to be the winner of a prize, the symbo'l on the disc
you p'icked must be the symbol written in invisible jnk on this
card. It trrn, on u]traviolet

lamp and shows S

the cara.].Notice

is a triangle. At the end of the
the symbol on the.disc you p'icked wilj be disclosed

tJrat the symbol on the card
experiment,

wil'l win a prize
from that box." The controllabi'lity manipulation in this condition, and ín all other past orientation conditions, was,actually
a reminder of the subject's prior selection or lack of selection
under the

ultraviolet

lamp

to

see whether you

of the disc.
2. PT/HC/LP. Subjects in thjs condition
di

scs have been shaken v'igorously

dropped one
asked

'i ns

j de

at a time onto the table.

to pick

one

of the discs

th'is

were
can

told,

"The

, then bì i ndly

Yoy have already been

and keep

it in your hand.

'In

order for you to be the wjnner of a prize, the symbol on the
disc you picked must be the symbol wrjtten

jn jnvisible ink on

this card. The symbol on this card will not be shown to you
until the end of the experiment" At the end of the experiment,
the symbol on the dìsc you p'icked w'i11 be disclosed under the

ultravjolet

lamp

to

see whether you

will

win a prize from that

box. "

3" PT/LC/HP. Subjects in th'is condition were to1d,
discs have been shaken vigorousìy inside
dropped one at a time onto

to

keep 'in your hand the

the

table.

thjs can, then

"The
b'ì i ndl

y

You have already been asked

first djsc that dropped out of the can.
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in order for you to be the winner of a prizeo the symbol on the
d'isc given you must be the symbol written in'invjsible ink on
r
thís card. [E turns on ultraviolet ]amp and shows S the card.l
Notice that the symbol on the card is a triangle. At the end of
the experiment, the

Symbol on

the disc given you wi]1 be dis-

closed under the ultraviolet lamp

to

see whether you

will

win

a prize from that box."

this condition were told,
"The discs have been shaken v'igorousìy inside this canu then blind1y dropped one at a time onto the table. You have already been

4. PT/LC/LP.

asked

to

keep

Subjects assigned to

ín your

hand

the

first disc that dropped out of

the can. In order for you to be the winner of a prize' the

symbol

on the disc given you must be the symbol written in'inv'isible

jnk on this card. The symbol on thjs card

will not be shown

to you until the end of the experiment. At the end of the
experiment, the symbol on the disc given you will be disclosed
under the

ultravjolet

lamp

to

see whether you

will

win a prize

from that box."

5. ITIHC/HP. Subiects ín this condition were to1d, "The
'ins j de thi s can , then b'l i ndìy
di scs w'il I be shaken v'igorously
at a time onto the table. You will be asked to
pick one of the discs and keep iú in your hand. In order for
you to be the winner of a prize, the symbol on the d'isc you
pick must be the symbo'ì written'in invisible jnk on this card.
dropped one

rr

Notjce
lE tutnt on the ultraviolet lamp and shows S the card.J
that the symbol on the card is a triangle. At the end of the
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will be disclosed
under the ultraviolet lamp to see whether you will win a prize

experiment, the symbol on the disc you pick

from that box."

in this condition were told, "The
discs will be shaken vígorous'ly inside this can, then blindly
dropped one at a time onto the table. You will be asked to

6. tT/HC/LP.

Subjects

of the discs and keep jt in your hand. In order for
you to be the winner of a prizeu the symboì on the d'isc you
pick must be the symbo'l written in invisible ink on this card.
p'ick one

this card will not be shown to you until the end
of the experiment. At the-end of the experimentu the symbol

The symbol on

will be disclosed under the ultraviolet
'lamp to see whether you wÍll win a prize from that box."

on the disc you pick

7. tT/LC/HP. Subjects in this condition were to1d, "The
djscs will be shaken vigorously inside thjs can, then blindly
dropped one

keep

at a time onto the table.

in your

hand

the

You

wilj

be asked to

first disc that drops out of the can"

In order for you to be the winner of a prize, the symbol on
the disc g'iven you must be the symbol written in jnvisible ink
on

this card.
I

card.l

tr

LE

turns on ultraviolet lamp and shows S the

Notice that the symboi on the card

At the end of the experiment, the

symbo'l on

will be disclosed under the ultraviolet
you wilì win a prize from that box""
B. tr /Lc/LP .
"The discs

wiII

be

is a triangle.
the disc given you

lamp

to

see whether

to this condition were told'
shaken v'igorous'ly'inside this can, then bl'indly

Subjects assigned
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dropped one

keep

at a time onto the table.

in your

hand

the

You

will

be asked to

fjrst disc that drops out of the can.

In order for you to be the winner of a p¡ize, the symbol on
the disc g'iven you must be the symbol written jn invjsible ink

this card. The symbol on this card will not be shown to
you untíl the end of the experiment. At the end of the experion

mentu

the symbol on the d'isc given you wi1'l be d'isclosed

the ultraviolet jamp to see whether you wili win a prize

that

under
from

box. "

Questj onnai re

After subjects recejved the specific manipulations for their
respect'ive conditjons, they were asked to fill out a 10-item
questionna'ire. (See Appendices B & C.) Subiects under the

PT

conditions were admínistered a different version of the question-

nàire (with appropriate tense changes) from those under the

FT

conditions.
The questionnaire jncluded three measures

of

perceived

control'lability (questions 3, 4, & 8), two of perceived predictabjlity (questions 2 & 7) , one of percéived confjdence (quest'ion
10), and one of perceìved responsib'i1ìty (question
three measures of percei ved control

lability

over

symbol e

I abi

'l

'ity

'i

5a).

The

ncl uded control -

over disc, and over outcome, respeôtively;

le the measures of percei ved pred'ictab j 1 i ty 'incl uded predictabjljty over the symbol and the outcome but not the disc,
because the di scs were on'ly di sti nguì shabl e j n terms of the'ir

whi

symbois

or the

outcomes associated

with these symbols.

Ques-
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tions 5b and 5c were djstractjon items
The measure

and were

not analysed.

of wanting to win (question 9) was included in

order to check subjects' motivation
symbol expectancy (question

levels.

The measure of

1) was 'included 'in order to add to

subject jnvolvement and to provide a further check on subiect

of jnstructional recall (question 6a
& b) served as a criterion for inclusion in the study. That
js, subjects had to show that they remembered the manipulation
of fictionai pred'ictabí1ity or else be eiiminated from the
study. 0n1y one subject faíled to fulfil I this criterion,

motjvation.

The measure

and a replacement was random'ly selected.

Obtaininq the Disc (Future Time Orientation 0nìy)

After subjects had completed the questionnaire, those under
the

FT conditions obtained one

shook
Then

of the two djscs.

The experimenter

the coffee can vigorousìy to mix up the discs inside.

the expeÈimenter blindiy dropped the djscs out of the

through an opening iarge enough for oniy one disc

can

at a time to

in the FI/HC/HP and FTIHC/LP conditions
were asked to select and keep'in the'ir hands one of the two
discs. Subjects in the FI/LClHP and FTlLClLP condit'ions were
asked to take and keep in their hands the disc that came out
fi rs t.
Conclusion to the Study
drop through. Subjects

At thís point
tions were

all subiects rarho'were in

the

LP condi -

the u'ìtraviolet

the

symbol

shown under

lamp

written in invisible ink on the card. All subjects

were
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shown under

the ultraviolet lamp the symbol on the disc in

their hands. Those whose djsc bore the winning symbol won a
bajl point pen as their prize" (They had not known what the
prize was before
were

this.) All

subiects were then debriefed" They

told that the purpose of the experiment

was

to study certain

of prediction and control. More specificalìy, the purpose was to determjne whether people can develop any sense of
controllability and predictability given a chance situatjon. -.
Subjects were then thankedu given their experimental credit,
aspects

and asked not
anyone.

to discuss

any

part of the experiment with

3B
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CHAPTER

RESULTS

The interact'ion

effects hypothesized for each of the

dependent variables would

not permit the use of an a priori

analysis, s'ince the set of comparisons needed to test these
interactions would not be orthogonal. Hence, a 3-way

ANQVA

(with tjme orientation, actual controllability, and fictjonal

predictability as independent variables)
each

of the four

dependent varjables

was performed

for

using .05 as the level of

s'ignificance. Where tests of sjmple main effects, simple s'imp'le
main effects, and/or simp'le interaction effects were needed,
the .05 level

for

was

partitioned by lhe

each "Sum of Squaresl' family
Each

number

(Kirk,

of tests performed

1968).

of the nine hypotheses involves a different

interaction. Table 2 summarizes the
to each dependent variable.

2-way

hypotheses as they apply

'.

Perceived Controllabilitv Over

Symbol

of the 3-way ANOVA (see Table 3) for perceived
conrrcllabíl'ity over the symbol (quest'ion 3 jn Appendices B
Results

& C)

fail to confirm

interactjon

hypothesis 1, since the expected 2-way

between time

is non-significant.

orientat'ion and actual controllabjlity

Results also

fail to confirm

hypothesis 2,

sjnce the expected Z-way interaction between actuaj control-

fictional predictability is non-slgnjficant.
However, the tjme main effect is sjgnificantu wjth F(I,

lability

and

72)
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Table
Hypotheses Tested

for

Percei ved Control ì abi'l i ty

Hypothes'is Interaction

Tested
Time x Controla
i
2
Control x Predictb
Hypothesized

Perceived Confidence

Hypothesis Interaction

Tested
Time x Controla
5
Time x Predictc
6
Control x Predictb
7
HYPothesized

2

Each Dependent Variable

Perceived Predi ctabi I i tv

Hypothesis Interactìon

Tested Hypothesi zed
3
Time x Predictc
4
Control x Predi ctb

Percei ved Respons'i bi 1 i ty

Hypothesis Interaction

Tested HYPothesized
Time x Controla
B
Control x Predi ctb
9

Note. A 3-way ANOVA was performed on each of the three
measures of perceived controllabiljty, on each of the two
measures of percer'ved predictabjlity, and on each single
measure of perceived confidence and perceived responsibility.

a

of the dependent variable will jncrease as
conditions vary from P[ to FT at HC and from LC to HC at FT.
h-,
P The magnitude of the dependent variable will increase as
condjtionõ vary from LC to'HC at HP and from LP to HP at HC.
The magnitude

of the dependent variable will increase as
conditions vary from PT to FT at HP and from LP to HP at FT.

"

The magnitude
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Table
Sununary

for
Source of
Vari ati on

Hme

/^

\

(a i

of

3

3-lr,lay ANOVA

Perceived Controliabil

df
1

24

ity

Over

Symbol

Mç

l

"200

4.714

0

-033

0

"432

P-

Control (B)

I

3"200

0

Predict (e)

1

1"800

0"351

0.556

I

1"800

0"351

0"556

1

1

.800

0.351

0.556

1

I

0.200

0"039

0"844

1

39.200

7

0.007

72

5.133

AxB
AxC

Bxe
AxBxC
Res i

dual

"623

"636

41,

is s'ignificant,

= 4.7!4, g = 0.033, and the 3-way interaction

with F(!,72) = 7.636, g = 0.007. Tests of signifìcance performed
on the"s'impìe jnteraction effects (Kirk, 1968) show that the
magnitude

of this

s'ignifìcantly

dependent measure increases

as

(a) across different combinations of tjme orientation
and actual controllabif ity under hjgh fictional predictability,
t(7,72) = 5.630, g4 0.025; and (b) across different combinations

one proceeds

of time orjentat'ion and fíctional predíctabif ity under high
actual controllabílity, F(!, 72) = 5.630, g< 0 "025. (Figure 1
demonstrates the jnteraction effects.) No other main or interactjon ef,fects are signjficant beyond the .05
gives the

means and standard

level.

(Table

4

deviations for each condition.)

Perceived Control labi'l

ity

0ve1Ql¡q

of the 3-way AN0VA (see Table 5) for perceived
controllability over the disc (question 4 in Appendices B &
Results

C)

fail to confirm hypothesjs 1, since the expected

interaction

between time

js non-signifìcant.
between

orientation and actual controllability

Although the expected 2-way interaction

actual controllability and fictional predt'ctability is

signifjcant with F(I,72) = 5.091,

to

Z-way

be confjrmed. Tests

p-

= 0.024, hypothesis 2 fajTs

of signìfícance

performed on the s'imp1e

effects (K'irk, 1968) show that the magnitude of this dependent measure increases s'ígnìfjcantly as one proceeds (a) from

main

low

to high actual controllability

under low

fictionai predict-

ability, wjth F(1, 72) = 10.581, g ¿0.0125; and (b) from high
to I ow f i cti onal predi ctabi I ì ty under h'i gh actual control 'l ab'il i ty ,
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H'igh

Control
+)

L

4J

rõ

+)

Low

Control

I2

J

Percei ved
PT

/HP

PT

lLP

Controllabjlity

FI /HP
€€@@É
=

F'igure 1.

FT

/LP

interaction effect for perceived contro'l1abí1ity
over symbol.

+J

Table

4

Means and Standard Devi ations
f

or

Percei ved Contro'l 1 ab'i f

t'ion

SD

2.989

2.30

2.7r0

/HCILP

0"70

1.338

4.40

3

"502

2.00

?"?tr

0.80

1

0

"80

1"687

0.40

.

/LCIHP

PT/LC/LP

2.r0

2.080

1" 60

I.773

L.70

r.829

tr IHC/HP

1.10

1"853

i" 10

1.853

1

.00

2. 108

tr /Hc/LP

3,20

2"573

4

"70

2.791

3

.80

2

ILC/HP

3. 30

2.800

2

"70

2-7t0

2"50

?"953

2

"40

2.503

2

"30

2

?6q

2"00"

1.491

108

?.365

2"5

2.761

1.963

2"28t

PT

3.

PT

8.

I

2.40

2"

"

SD

2.829

PfIHC/HP

7

I

"00

1"

4.
5.
6.

SD

U-

0ver 0utcome

0ver Di sc

0ver Symbol
Condi

ity

FT

Fr/LCILP

lotal

2

.687

^aF
L.¿05

"257
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Table
Summary

for
Source of
Vari ati on

T'ime (A)

of

5

3-l^day AN0VA

Percei ved Control I abi 1 i ty Over D'isc

df

t

p,

0. 501

0.481

MS

I

3.200

Control

(B)

l

33 " 800

5

"297

0

Predíct

(C)

1

45 .000

7

"044

0.010

¡

i6.200

2.536

0"116

i

0.200

0.031

0

.860

1

À

33 " 800

5.291

0

"024

l-

9.800

1.534

0

"220

t¿

Â

AxB
AxC
BxC

AxBxC
Res

i dual

1

?Rq

"024

with F( I,72) = I2.27I,g< 0.0125. In other words, the interaction jnvolves a reversal of the expected contribution of fjctional
predi ctabi i 'ity. (F'igure 2 demonstrates

Although qualìfied by the interaction

the 'i nteracti on effects

.)

effect, the main effects of

actual controllability and fictional predictability are aìso

s'ignifícant, with F(1,72) = 5.29!, g = 0.024 and F(7,72)

=

7.044, å = 0.010, respectively. No other main or interaction
effects are signìficant beyond the .05 level. (Table 4 gives the
means and standard

deviations

for

each condition.)

Perceived Controllability 0ver 0utcome

Results

trollability

of the

3-way ANOVA (see Table

over the outcome (question

6) for perce'ived

con-

I in Appendices B & C) faii

to confirm hypothesis 1u since the expected Z-way interactíon
between time orientation and actual controllabílity is.non-significant. Results also fail to confirm hypothesis 2, s'ince the expected 2-way interact'ion between actuaj controllabílity and fiction-

al

pred'ictabi

1

However,

ity ís non-significant"
the 3-way jnteraction effect

js significant with

F(1, 72) = 6.380, p = 0.014. Tests of significance performed
on the simple s'imp'le main effects and the simple jnteraction

effects (Kirk, 1968) show that the magnitude of this dependent
measure increases significant'ly as one proceeds (a) from high

to

low

fictional predictabjìity

and high actua'l

under future time orientation

controllabjl'ity, wìth F(7, 72) = 8.333, g 4

0.0125; (b) across different combinatjons of time orientatjon

controllability under high fictiona'l pred'ictability,
F(1, 72) = 6"144, p a 0.025; and (c) across different combina-

and actual
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Hi sh

Control
lJ

-o
rõ

-!

.lJ

Low

Control

I2
Perce i ved

Controllabjlity

PTlHP

N /LP
ET
/UD
| |
ttl
I

TT

/LP

Interact'ion effect
over di sc.

for

perce'ived control ì abí f

ity

ll -l

-t

Table
Summary

for
Source of
Vari ati on

Time (A)

of

6

3-Way

ANOVA

Percejved Controllabí'lity Over

df

MS

Outcome

t

p.

L

10"512

2"235

0"139

'

r.Þþ1

0

2

"894

0"093

Control

(B)

i

Predict

(C)

I

7,872

13

"612

"202

AxB

1

4.512

0"959

0"331

ÉIXU

1

2"TLz

0

.449

0.505

BxC

1

3

"612

0. 768

0.384

AxBxC

l.

30 " 012

6"380

0.014

Res i

dual

72

4

"704
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tions of actual controllabjlity and fjctional predictabjf ity
under a

future time orientatjon,

l-(I,

72) = 5 "788,

(F'igure 3 demonstrates the interactjon

effects.)

or interaction effects are significant

beyond

)
'

No

0

"025.

other

majn

the "05 level.

(Table 4 g'ives the means and standard deviations

condition.

g4

for

each

t

PerceÍved Predi ctabi I i ty Over

Symbol

of th€ 3-way ANOVA (see Tabje 7) for perceived
pred'ictability over the symbol (quest'ion 2 in Appendices B &
C) fail to confirm hypothesis 3, since the expected Z--way
jnteraction between tinre. oríentation and fictíonal predictabiiíty
is non-significant. Results also fajl to confirm hypothesis 4u
Results

sirrce the expected 2-way interaction between actual controlla-

bí1ity

and

fictional predr'ctability is non-significant.

No main

or interaction effects are s'ign'ificant beyond the .05 level .
(fa¡le I gives the máans and standard deviations for each
condition.

)

Percei ved Predi ctabi I i ty Over Outcome

Results of the 3-way

ANOVA

(see Tab'le 9)

for

perceived pre-

dictability over the outcome (question 7 in Append'ices B & C)
fail to confjrm hypothesis 3, sjnce the expected 2-way interacti.on between ti me or j entati on and f i cti

ona

l

predi ctab j 'l i ty

'i s

non-significant. Results also fail to confirm hypothesis 4,
since the expected 2-way interaction between actual control-

fictional predictability'is non-s'igníficant.
Howeveru the time main effect is significant with F(1, 72)

lability

and
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tli gh
Control
+)

rÉ

9.

+,

fit

Ð
(J
Low

Control

r23

Percei ved Control 1ab'i I 'ity

@6@é6q@@@6

=

PT/HP

= PI/LP

@=

FTIHP

=

FT/LP

F'igure 3. Interaction

over

oulcome

effect for perceived control1abif ity
"
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laDle 1/
Summary

for
Source of
Vari ation
/^

\

nme tA/

of

3-1,{ay ANOVA

Perceived Predjctability Over

df

Symbol

t

MS

.p.

-L

r3 .5 t¿

? 1?a

0.08i

1

Control

(B)

i

L"OT2

0.208

0

.650

Predict

(C)

1

6

"672

1"355

0

"248

1

r.072

0"208

0.650

I

0.6t2

0

"126

0

"724

I

0.612

0. 126

0

"724

I

5"512

i.

0.29I

72

4.879

AxB

{

AxC

BxC

AxBxC
Res i dua

I

130

51

Table

B

Means and Standard Deviations

for

Perceived PredictabilitY

0ver

0ver 0utcome

Symbo'l
SD

I

"359

2"8

2.658

ll

2"r32

2.2

2"150

/LCIHP

1"9

2"601

1"6

2"675

4. Pr /LCILP
5. FT IHC/HP

3.0

r.826

i.9

r.729

3.0

2"108

2"6

2"270

6.

FT

IHC/LP

4.1

r "729

3.6

2"459

.

Fr

/LC/HP

3"7

2

"7r0

4.0

2.828

8.,

Fr

/LC/LP

3.4

2

"]tI

3.3

1.767

2

"r99

2"8

2.379

I

Condi

tion

1.

PT

/HC/HP

2"7

2

2.

PT

/HC/LP

3.

Pr

7

lotal

ll

5?.

ïabl e
Summary

for
Source of
Vari ati on

Time (A)

9

of 3-l{ay ANOVA

Perceived Predictabilitv Over

df

MS

Outcome

t

p.

1

31.250

5.662

0.020

Control

(B)

I

0"200

0"036

0.850

Predict

(C)

1

0.000

0.000

i"000

AxB

7',

8.450

1"531

0.220

tìxu

I

I

0.450

0.082

0

BxG

i

0.800

0" 145

0.705

AxBxC

1

8. 450

1.53i

0

72

5"519

Res

i dua I

"776

"220
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= 5.662, g = 0"020. Subjects with a future time orientation
perceived greater pred'ictabi'l'ity over the outcome than those

other main or interaction

with a past time orientation.

No

effects are significant

the .05 level " (Table

the

means and standard

beyond

B gives

devíations for each condition.)

Perceived Confi dence

of the 3-way AN0VA (see Table 10) for perceived
confidence (quest'ion 10 in Appendices B & C) fail to confirm
hypothes'is 5, since the expected Z-way interaction between
time orientation and actual controllability is non-significant.
Results also fai'l to confirm hypothesis 6, since the expected
2-way interaction between time orientation and fictional preResults

dictabiìity is non-significant. Final'ly, results faj'l to confirm
hypothesis 7, since the expected 2-way interaction between
actual controllability and fictional predictability is non-

significant.
beyond

No main

or interaction effects are significant

the .05 level. (Table 11 gives the

deviations

for

means and standard

each condition.)

Percejved Responsibi I íty

Results

of the

3-way ANOVA (see Table 12)

for

perceived

responsibì'lÍty (question,5a in Appendices B & C) fajl to confírm
hypothesis B, since the expected 2-way interactjon effect between

time orjentation and actual controllability'is non-significant.

faíl to confirm

9, since the expected
Z-way interaction between actual controllability and fjctional

Results also

predictabi'l

ity is

hypothesis

non-significant.
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Table
Summary

for
Source of
Vari ati on

df

of

10

3-1,lay AN0VA

Perceived Confidence

Mç

p.

i_

1

3. 200

r.032

0.313

0.800

0.258

0.613

I

0.000

0.000

1

B

1

0.050

0.016

0"899

AxC

i

6.050

t"952

0 "167

BxC

1

4. 050

1.306

0

AxBxC

1

0.200

0

72

3. 100

Time (A)

Control

(B)

1

Predíct

(C)

I

A,x

Res

i dual

.065

.000

"257

0.800
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Tabie

li

Means and Standard. Deviations

for

Perceived Confidence

Condi

ti

on

U.

1.

PT

lHClHP

4"5

2.173

2"

PT

/HC/LP

4"8

r "229

3.

PT/LCIHP

4"0

2

lLClLP

3"7

1. 160

FI /HC/HP

4.0

2"582

tr /H||LP

6"3

i.829

7.. FT/LC/HP

3.9

2.424

B.

5.3

3"093

4.6

2"277

4.
5.
6.

Pr

TT

Total

lLClLP

SD

"539
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Table
Summary

for
Source of
Vari ati on

of

12

3-lllay

ANOVA

Perceived Responsibi'l

df

MS

t

ity
p_

'

Time (A)

1

5

.512

0,780

Control (e)

1

66

"612

9

"42I

0.003

Predjct (e)

1

15

"3r2

2.166

0"145

AxB

1

23

"t72

3.?6e

0.075

0"390

AxC

1

2.8r2

0.398

0.530

BxC

1

19.072

2.689

0. 105

AxBxC

i

19.0r2

2"689

0. 105

72

7.071

Res

i dual

57

However,

the controllability main effect

is significant

with

F(I,72) = 9.42I, p = 0"003. Subjects with high actual control-

lability

perceived greater responsibi'lity than those with low

actual control'l abi'l i ty. No other
are significant beyond the .05
and standard deviations
Add

for
j

mai

n effects or i nteracti

level.

(Table 13 g'ives the

ons
means

each condition.)

ti ona'l Ana'lyses

Sub.iect Moti vation

A one-way AN0VA (see Table 14) was performed on the measure

of subjects'wanting to win in the study (quest'ion 9 in Appendices
B & C). Results indjcate that no main or interaction effects are
significant

beyond

the .05 leve'|, and the mean across all condi-

tions is 4.1 on a scale of
standard deviations

for

0-8.

(faUle 15 gives the

means and

each condítjon.)

Results on the measure

of

symbol expectancy (question 1 in

Appendices B & C) were also analysed (see Table

16).

A test of

differences between independent proportions indicates that signif-

icantìy

more HP as compared

to

LP subiects expected

the triangle

rather than the circle to be on thejr disc (z = 2.80, g <0.005).

It

seems

that subiects

were more

apt to forecast that they would

get (or had already gotten) the disc with the winning triangle
on

jt

when

they

knew

the triangle was the wjnn'ing crjterion.

to condjtjons, such a finding
may be an jndication that the subiects were interested in wjnning
jn the study, In other words, they seem to have shown at least
Since subjects were randomly ass'igned

a moderate level of motivation.
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Table

13

Means and Standard Deviations

for
Condi

ti

1.

PT

2"

Pr

ons

Perceived Responsibi'l

ity

r.

SD

/HC/HP

3"7

3"302

lHClLP

4.2

3"011

3: Pr /LClHP
4. PT lLClLP

0.8

1

.687

1.3

1

.418

s.

rTlHc/HP

1.8

3.011

6.

FT

/HC/LP

5.0

2.789

7

.

FT

lLClHP

3.0

3.055

8

"

FT

lLClLP

2"3

2"359

2.8

2.892

Total
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Table
Summary

for
Source of
Vari ati on

Time (A)

of

14

3-Way

Wanti ng

df

Mq

to

ANOVA

l{i

n

L

p_

1

L

l.an

i"583

0.2L2

Control

(B)

I

9.11.2

I"847

0. 178

Predict

(C)

i

T7,TI2

3.468

0.067

1

0.3r2

0.063

0.802

A.x

B

AxC

1

À

17.I72

3"468

0.067

BxC

i

2.8r2

0.570

0.453

AxBiC

1

0

"rtz

0.023

0.880

Res

i dual

72

4. 935
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Table

15

Means and Standard Deviations

for
Condi

ti

on

Wantí ng

to

l^li n

I

SD

1: PT /HC/HP

4"r

r.449

2_.

PT

/HC|LP

3.9

I "L97

3.

PT

lLClHP

4"2

1.989

4. PT/LCILP
5. Fr lHClHP
6. FT/HC|LP

3.3

1

3.8

1.549

4.9

i .853

.703

.

Fr

lLClHP

4"2

2

B.

TT

lLClLP

4"2

r.687

4"L

r.734

7

Total

"394
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Table

.

Frequency

for

of

16

Symbol Expectancy

High and Low Predictíon Subjects

Symbol Expectancy

Tri

a

ng'l e

Circle

{J.

!rõ

ll

t-tP

5uD.'t

ects

40

35

o
L
'rõ

=LY Subjects
Ë

24

i6

40

EO

2t

80

I

l-¡r

Note.

LP su6]ecis

HP

subjects knew the triang'le was the winning symbol;

did not.
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InterrelatÌonshiÞs

Amonq Dependent Measures

Although not incorporated into the hypotheses,

it

was

that (a) perceived confjdenie and responsibi'l'ity would
vary directly with perceived controllaUiljty; and (b) _perceived

expected

confidence would vary
The

relationship

directly with percejved predictability.

between perceived

controllability

and both

perceived confidence and perceived responsibility was ana'lysed
by means

of

Pearson,product moment

correlations.

The

relation-

ship between perceived pred'ictability and perceived confidence
was sim'ilarly analysed. (Table i7 gives the jntercorrelatjons
among

these four dependent measures.)
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Table
Summary

17

of Intercorrelations

Among Dependent Variables

Percei ved

Controllability

Percei ved

Responsibi'lity

Percei ved
Confi dence

Percei ved

Predictabí1ity

0ver

0ver

0ver

0ver

Di sc

0ver

Symbo'l

0utcome
c

Symbol

0utcome

a

b

.448
(.ooo)

.7 46
( . ooo)

.520

(.ooo)

.l

e

.376

(.ooi)

(

.199
. ozs¡

.653

.190

( . oo0)

("0e1)

T

.

s95

(.ooo)
.?93

(.008)

g

"594

( . ooo¡

.29t

(.ooe)

.498

.I22

.569

.598

( . ooo)

( .2Bo)

( . ooo)

( . ooo)

-.037
(.746)

( .OBe )

.

i91

.363

(.oo1)

"225

( .045 )

.397

(.ooo)
.7 4L
( . ooo)

Note. Each coefficient is based on a pearson.product rnomenr
correJãIîon for 80 subjects. Levels of s'isniiiðãn.å ;ñ-pË;"ñt.¿
i n parentheses.

,
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

Perceived Control labil
The experimenter expected

itv

that time orientation

and actual

controllability would interact to Ínfluence the three

measures

of perceived controllabi'lity over the symbol, over the disc,
and over the outcome (hypothesis i); and that actual còntrol-

fictional predíctability would also jnteract to
ínfiuence these same three measures of perceived controllability

lability

and

(hypothesis

2).

However,

neither hypothesis 1 nor 2 was confirmed

of the measure of

regard'less

perceived

controllability

used.

Although interactions emerged between the three independent

variables for perceived controllabi'lìty over the symbol and over
the outcome, they were more complex than had been stateà in the
hypotheses. Although a 2-way interaction

v\,as

obtajned between

actual controllability and fictional predictabi'lity for perceived

controllability over the disc, the specifjc interaction jnvolved I
an unexpected reversal in the contribution made by fjctional
predictability.
Perceived

Controllability Over Symbol

The major

the symbol

fjnding concerning perceived controllability

js the 3-way interaction effect

tation, actual controllability,'
The time main effect whjch also
be qua'ljfíed by

over

between time orien-

fictjonal predictability.
proved to be s'ignificant must
and

thís interactjon effect. Since no previous
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stud'ies manipuìated tjme,

there

is

3-way

interaction.

controllability,

no single study with which
The experiment

is most relevant to the present

to

of

and

compare

predictabílity,
the obtajned

Rothbart and Snyder (1970)

for the variable of time
orjentation; while the research of Wortman (1975) is most relevant for the varjables óf actual control:lability and fictjonal
predictabil'ity.

.The reason

study

that present results are so much more

compìex than woujd have been suggested by these previous studies
may be due

to the combination of the three manipulated

variables,

name'lyu

independent

time orjentation, actual controllabjlity,

and

fi cti onal predi ctabi I i ty.
In addition, methodologicai differences

between this and

the prev'ious studjes might have contrjbuted to the differences

in findings. Certain differences between the task

used

in

present study and that used by Rothbart and Snyder (1970)
have contri buted

to a d'if ference 'i n subjects '

jn the two studies,
of the interaction

lability.

and

the

may

moti vati on I evel

s

in turn resulted in the non-significance

between time

orientatìon and actual control-

in the previous study
may be more ego-involv'ing than the task of select'ing one of two
djscs, especiaììy since subjects in the previous study were also
asked to bet on their own choice of "winning outcome." A1though
both tasks involved risk-takjng, while that of the present study
djd

not.

The task

The odds

of dice-throwjng

used

of winning on the prev'ious task

while those in the present study was 50%.

was 76.7%,

All this might have
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made

the previous task more challenging and more motivating

than the present one. As indícated by the measures of motiva-

tjon level, subjects jn the present study seemed to
moderately motivated as

theír

mean across

have been

conditions on the

of "wanting to win" (question 9 of the Questionnaire)
was only 4.i on a 0-8 scale. This moderate level of motivation
compared to the high one assumed to have been operating jn the
measure

previous study may have in tur.n lowered perceived control in

the

HC

conditions

Differences in motjvation level between subiects

in

the

in Wortman's (Ig75) study may have sim'i1ar1y
contríbuted to the non-significance of the ínteractjon between
actual controllability and fictional predíctability. Since
all subjects in the Wortman study knew what tÈe poss'ible prizes
weree they may have been more eager to obtain a prize, particu1arly a prize for which they had already expressed a preference.
Since the subjects in the present study did not know what the
prize would be (let alone whether they would get it), they may
present study and

have been less motivated

to win, so there was less perceived

control jn the HC/HP condjtions.
A factor whjch might have further contrjbuted

findings of the present study
and

to

the

is the subiects'desjre for

predíctability (Burger & Arkjn, 1980). A hjgh

control

percentage

jn the present study were foreign
students" The different cultural backgrounds of these individuals
might have resulted in a different desire for controllabjl'ity and
of

those who part'icipated
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predictabif

ity

than Ín the previous

study. If, for

example,

these fore'ign subjects had a relative'ly lower desire

labilíty

and

for control-

predictabjlity -- or at least a lowerinterest in,

or understanding of, the present study because of

'language

oroblems

-- unexpected and more compljcated effects on perceived controllability may have resulted.
Other differences

in

procedure may a'lso have contributed

to the differences in findings
Wortman

between the'present study and

(1975). . In the previous study, the experimenter blind'ly

picked one

of the two marbles for the subjects in the LC condi-

tjon, whjle jn the present study, a1l subjects obtaíned their
discs (without the experimenter touching the discs after they
had dropped from

the can). Thus, perceived control

own

may have

for subjects in the LC groups of the present
study. Howeveru jn the prevíous study, subjects shook the
can themselves to mix the marbles in the HC conditionsl while
in the present study, the experimenter djd so for all conditions,
thus possìbly resu'lting jn less perceived controj for the LC
groups. Then, too, in the Wortman study (7975) tfie outcome
been increàsed

(which item the subject obtained) had already been djsclosed

at the time the dependent measures were taken. It is

poss'ible

that once knowing the outcome, regardless of what the

outcome

actually entaíled, helped the subjects in the

HC/HP

condjtion

of the previous study to better rationalize that they

had

expected and caused the outcome (Fjschhoff, 1975; Fischhoff,&
Beyth

,

1975)

,

thereby enhanci ng the reported feel i ngs

of controi
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under

this condition. l¡lortman (1975) also

a fjve-minute

filler

assigned subjects

task as well as another task (part of the

dependent measures) before taking the measure

of

perce'ived

control; while jn the present study, the dependent measures
were taken jmmediately

after the experimental manipulations.
It is difficult to say how the extra time and/or actjvities

Ín Wortman's study mìght
were asked

have affected

the findings, as subjects

to recall their feelings over a much longer

perìod

of time during which they were engaged in other tasks.
Finally, the experimenter expected the FT/HC/HP group
to

show exceedjngiy

symbol, but

high perceived controllabif

it did not.

ity

over the

Evjdently, the combinatjon of the three

'independent varjables was

suffjcjent to create a complex inter-

actjon effect which could not have been predicted since previous
studies fajled to vary a'll three

measures.

Perceived Controll abi lity 0verDisc
No

effect of time orientation is evident on the measure

of perceived controllability over the disc. Thjs does not
necessarily confljct with the findings of Rothbart and Snyder
(1970), however. Just as jn the previous study magical thinking

in turn the effect of time orientation) was possible only
by means of wishing for a particular number on the die (but not
for a particular die), so jn the present study magical th'ink'ing
was possibìe only by means of wishing for a part'icular symboì
on a disc (but not for a part'icular disc), sjnce the discs
(and

were i ndí sti

ngu'i shabl

e under normal

ìi

ght.

Besi des

, the symbol
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--

not the disc

--

determined the outcome.

In other

words,

time orientation probab'ly had no impact on perceived control-

lability

over the disc because one cannot have a mag'ical effect

on the future unless one can distinguish "what one has control
of

."

Although Burger and Arkin (1980) found that either control

or prediction alone could increase one's sense of contro'|,
Wortman (1975) found

that only

bi 1 í ty was combi ned wí

th

when high

hi gh f i cti

there an increase jn perceived

onal

actual controlla-

pred'i ctabi'l i

controllability.

ty was

The present

study supports the jnteraction found by Wortman, but the

is strange'ly reversed.
Perhaps when knowing the wjnning symbo'l is combined with selecting one's disc (HCIHP condition), there is an additional burden
to the subject. It is difficult enough to try to keep a sense
contribution of the prediction variable

of control without

knowing how

but when the subject

to bring about specific

is expected not only to make an impact

on the outcome but also

to obtajn a predetermjned

(triangle or circle), this

outcome

added informatjon may lessen

subject's sense of controi, particularly

high. Interestingly,

outcomes,

when

although the'varjable

a

motivatjon ís not

of actual control-

labil'ity functioned as expected, Wortman's measure of contról
'was closer to control over the symbol jn the present study
than to control over the disc, for she measured control over
the color of the marble rather than control over the marble
i tsel f.
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Percei ved Control I abi I í t.y Over Outcome

The

bifity

finding of a 3-way interaction effect for controlla-

over the outcome might again be due to the novel combin-

atjon of the three variables of time orientatjon, actual control-

:lability,

fjctional predíctabÍ1ity. The 2-way interaction
between time orientation and actual controllabiljty fails to
be significant perhaps for the same reasons as those discussed
for the measure of controllability over the symbol. Although
and

no previous study combjned the three variables, the investigation

by Burger and Arkin (1980)

is

to the present
study with regards to the variables of controllabilÍty and
predictabi'lity, since the
taken

perhaps most relevant

measure here

in this previous study.

these two studies might be due

The

is

most

similar to that

difference jn findings

between

to differences in design and

methodoì ogy.

The Burger and Arkin study (1980) has

help'lessness

design.

The manipulations

basically a learned

of controllabil-ity

and

predictability involved àn aversive stimulus (loud noise) and
the dependent measure was the performance on a subsequent task"
The use

of

an aversive stimulus might have been the reason

why

a negative effect was obtained for the LCILP condition. In

addition, Burger and Arkin (1980) manipulated actual rather

fictional pred'ictabilíty. This might well explain the
different effects of both the controllability and the pred'ictability man'ipulations. "Knowing what w'il1 happen" (actual
than

pred'ictabiljty) certainly would be expected to yield a higher
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jevel of perceived controllabílity and predictability
mereiy "knowing what symbo'l

(fictiona'l predictabj I ity)

is

than

associated with what outcome"

.

Percei ved Predi ctabj i i ty

The experimenter expected

that time orientation

pred'ictability would interact to influence the two

and

fictional

measures of

perceived predictability over the symbol and over the outcome
(hypothesis

3);

and

that actual controllabil'ity

and

fictional

predictabj'lity would also interact to influence these
measures

of perceived predictability (hypothesis 4).

same two
However,

neither hypothesis 3 nor 4 was confirmed regardless of the measure

'ity used. A time mai n effect was s i gnificant for perceived predjctability over the outcome with the

of

percei ved pred'ictab j'l

future time orientation groups showing higher perceived pre-

djctabiiity over the outcome

than the past time orientation

groups.

Subjects

in the high predictability conditions evidently

did not perceive they could predict either the

symbol or.the

outcome. The reason might be based on the fact that subjects
were

quite realistic in that they were

aware the manipulatíon

of predictabiìity over the symbol and over the outcome was fic-

js, al1 subjects must have known that they were
rea11y unable to foretell which symbol they had (circle or triang'le ) or wh'ich outcome to expect (wi nni ng or not wì nni ng ) . The
tional.

That

fjndíng of greater perceived pred'ictabilíty over the outcome for
subjects 'in the future conditions may be comparabie to Rothbart
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and Snyder's (1970)
outcome took

findjng that subjects betting on a future

greater risks.than those betting on a past

In other words, a future time orientatjon
perceÍved predictabil'ity

may

outcome.

facilitate

greater

or rjsk-taking than a past tíme orientatjon.

Perceived Confidence
The experimenter expected

that time orientation and actual

controllabif ity would interact to influence the measure of per-

5); that time orientation and fictional predictability would jnteract to influence the neasure of
percèived confidence (hypothesis 6); and that actual controllabíljty and fictional prediätability would interact to influence
cdived confidence (hypothesis

perceived confidence (hypothesis

7).

However, none

of the three

hypotheses were confitrmed. Perceived confidence was

by time orientation, actual

not affected

controllabiljty, and/or fictional

predictabílity, but did correlate positively with perceÍved
predictabji'ity over both the symbol
findings are in

agreement

and

the outcome.

with Strickland et

al.

These

(t900) but

jn djrect disagreement with Rothbart and Snyder (1970). Major
differences between the task used in the present study and jn
the study by Rothbart and Snyder (1970)
di

may

well explain

the

fferences j n fi ndi ngs .

rolling of a six-sjded
die. Compared to the task of selecting a disc jn the present
Rothbart and Snyder (1970) used the

study, the rolling of a die

may be

a more ego-'involvjng task,

poss'ib1y even beljeved by some subjects

skill. In addition,

to

be dependent

on

subjects ìn the prev'ious study were asked
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to estimate the outcome of the die, then bet money on their

in síx of winning as opposed to one
chance in two for djsc selection). All this might have enhanced
the sense of challenge, ego-involvementu and motivation for
subjects in the prev'ious study, thus better facilitating the
use of mag'ical thinking. As suggested by Rothbart and Snyder
(1970), magical thinking can be expected to result in greater
perce'ived confidence for FT conditions. These factors might
similarly have facilitated perceived controllability and predictability. It is after all in the presence of ego-involvement

estimate (with one chance

and adequate motivation

that confjdence is strengthened.

Similar differences in tasks between Rothbart and Snyder

et al. (tgOO) may have been responsib'le
for similar differences in findings. Strickland's task of throwing two dice and estimating the outcome made for much more
(1970) and Strickland

complicated and less favorable odds, and possib'ly a rather dis-

couraging

task.

That jse as

in the present study, Strickland's

condjtjons may not have produced an optimal level of ego-involvement and motivation.

posjtive correlatjon obtajned between perceìved corìfídence and perceived predictabil ity 'is jnconclusive as to causa'l'ity.
The

That

is,

although the present study expected that perceived pre-

dictabif ity would mediate perceived confidence, the signifjcant
correlatjon could also be 'interpreted as perceived confidence
influencing perceived pred'ictability. The present study aìso
expected

that perceived controllability wouid medjate perceived
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confidence.

this

was

Howeveru according

to the correlational data,

not the case. Ev'idently, while perceived predictability

may medi ate percei ved confi dence

,

percei ved control 1 abi

1

.i

ty

does not.
Percei ved Responsi bi I jty

The experjmenter expected

that time orientation and actual

controllability would interact to influence perceìved respon'
sibi'l'ity (hypothesis 8); and that actual controllability and
fictjonal predictabjlity would also interact to Ínfluence percejved responsibif

ity

(hypothesis 9).

. However, neither hypoth-

esjs was confirmed. Results reveal the presence of a contro'l

effect. In additjon, positjve correlations

main

were obtained between

perceived responsibility on the one hand and the three measures

of

perceived controllabí'lity on the

agree

wjth those of Lerner

other.

Present findings

and Matthews (1967) but

fail to confirm

the hypothesjzed time/control jnteraction based part'ly on Rothbart
and Snyder

(1970).

The present

findjngs also

faii to agree with

those of l^lortman (1975), possibly due to methodo'logical

dif-

ferences.
The

lack of a contribution by time towards 'influencing

perceived responsibiìity m'ight, aga'in, be due to the possibility

that the task used did not suffic'iently faciljtate magical thjnking so perceived controllabil'ity
responsibif

ity

findjngs as

and

ultimately peiceived

would thereby be produced. The differences in

compared

to major differences

to

Wortman

(i975) are 'likely attributable

between the

specìfic

measures

of

perceived
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responsibÍiity taken jn the two studies.
measured perceived

present study

responsibiiity over the disc obtained, while

Wortman measured perceived

consumer

The,

responsibilíty over the outcome (thg

item) obtained. Since, as previously mentjoned, pre-

dictabjlity was not appìicable to the disc itself in the present
study (while ìt was applicable to the outcome in Wortman's study),
the failure of this measure to reveal any effect of fictional
predictabi'lity
The

may be understandable.

correlation between perce'ived responsibility and per-

is

in

of causality.
However, it should be noted that this correlation'is jn agreement
ceived controllabil'ity

inconclusive

terms

wíth the e¡pected relationshÍp that perceived control'labi'lity
medj'ates perce'ived

be noted

that it

responsibility. Neverthe'less, it should also

does not

conflict with Wortman's opþosing belief

that responsibility (as well as choice) mediates percejved control.
Conclusion and Implications
From

for

Future Research

the comparison of present results with those obtained

previous researchers,

it

may appear

as

by

if the present study re-

sulted in far more findings which disagree rather than agree

of related studies. Interestingly, however,
comparisons between the resujts of previous findings and those of
only the comparab'le condjtjons jn the present study indicate the

w'ith previous fjndings

contrary. Out of nine findings from earlier studies, present
findjngs were clearly consistent wjth three of them, and were
consistent with three more, but the mean dífferences 'involved
were not

statístjcally sign'ificant. In other words, if

one
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compares on'ly those

conditions in the present study most com-

to those in prevjous studies, present results are, in
general, not ali that different
Several suggestions can be made for future researchers on

parab'le

the topics of time orientation, control, and prediction.
For future studies, motivators should be incorporated into

the experimental situation such that subjects
high leve'l

of interest in the experiment.

will

invest

A measure

a

of this

motivation level should also be taken.
I^lhere

self-rated

controllability
one measure
made

to

of

dependent measures include both perceived

and perceived

each

predictability and/or more than

of these variables, an attempt should be

counterbalance the order

in which the dependent measures

are taken. The present study obtained

many more

findings for

of perceived controllabí'lity than for those of peróeived
predictability. Sjnce the measures of perceived pred'ictabi'lity

measures

cons i

stent'ly appeared before those of

'perceì ved -control 1 abi 1 i ty

for ail subjects, it cannot be ruled out that this in itself
did not contribute to the fjndings.

If controllabil'ity and

predictabílìty are rated djfferently

depend'ing on which context

is establjshed first, future studjes should take account of this
possibílity in their research design.
Where circumstances allow, it is recommended that future
researchers limit their subiects to jnclude only individuals
of the same cultural

background and/or

first

language. Foreign

subiects who have not comp'letely mastered the Eng'ljsh language
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difficulty

'self-ratings. Also,
it is possible that cultural differences contribute to differences
in the desire for contro'llability and predictability. Admittedly,
individuals from different cultures ane bound to have other

may have

supplyíng accurate

dìfferences between them, ôry one of which

may contaminate

results

of a research study.
The present find'ings hoìd many other general implications

for future research. The unexpected finding of 3-way jnteraction
effects for two of the measures of perceived controllabi'lìty is
a worthy contribution to the existent ljterature. It po'ints to
the possibility that the relatjonship between prediction and

control j s far

more compl ex than many researchers i n

the area

have expected,

or

to expect" Future

research

have had reason

is needed to investjgate further the complex interaction of the
three variables. Perhaps actual predictability (rather than
mere'ly

fictional predictabílity)

The inconsistent

findings

should also be investìgated.

among

studies

in the area of time

to dífferences'in the levels of controlI abi I i ty and pred'i ctabi I i ty avai I abl e to subjects from study to
study. Líkewise, the inconsistent findjngs among studies in
the area of predict'ion and contro'l may be due to djfferences

orientation

may be due

'in tìme orientations.
Broader Impl ications
The interaction between time orientation and the various
combjnations

of actual versus fictional controllability/pre-

djctabilíty opens new possibiljties for inducing and/or in-
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rl,
creasing perceíved controT by maìnipulating time orientatíon

where

the combination of time/controllability/predictability

is not optima'l for perceived control.

This mjght be of

some

practical import ín, for example, psychotherapy for indíviduals
whose problems include

a low level of perceìved control due to

real ljfe cjrcumstances. That is, by helping to orient
patient towards the future, a therápist
producing sense
and

of pat'ient control

may

a

faciljtate a health-

even when

actual controllability

predictabi'lity cannot be immediately changed. In addition,

Bavelas (Ig73) has found that time orientation can influence

a

person's description of the same event. Present findings
agree

with Bavelas (1973) in suggesting that different

contexts of the same content

of psychological test

eljcit entirely different responses

answered

The

the

same way

findíng that

'items

may

from the same person. For

example, the question "Would you be anxious

versus "Have you'been anxjous

temporal

in a crowded room?"

in a crowded room?" may not be

by the same jndividual"
we tend

to perceive future

outcomes as

more predjctable than past outcomes' even where no actual

predictabjlìty is possibleu suggests that

we hold

a

somewhat

fatalistic vjew of the past (Fischhoff, 1975). 0r perhaps it
is our percept'ion of the future that tends to bì distorted, since
we apparently perceive more

pred'ictability over a future

merely because ít has not yet happened. Being out

with reality can occur in either direct'ion, that
one has less

outçome

of contact

is,

by thinkjng

predjctabi'lity for an undjsclosed past event

than
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the evidence warrants or by thjnking one has more predictabif ity

for a future event than the evidence warrants.
The

finding that behavioral control even in a chance situ-

atÍon can increase not on'ly perceived control but perceived
responsibil'ity as well holds ceriain practica'l implications.
This finding seems.to suggest that behavioral control over

insign'ificant life events when accompanied by a lack of
control over major life events can produce some measure. of

control. This is a sign'ificant finding for the disadvantaged in our society who often suffer from a lack of
perceived control due to lack of ultimate control over their
lives. Behav'ioral control over small aspects of their lives
can be made availaÈie to them in order to jnduce perceived control
perceived

In the long run, this might ult'imately (e.g., through choosing
to vote in a democratic society) lead to a change in

these

individuals' environmental constraints.

Finally, the correlational data suggest that peop'le seem to
assocjate perceived controllabi
and perceived

lity with perce'ived responsibi'lity

predjctabjlity with perceived confidence.

There-

of responsjbility may be facjljtated by increas'ing one's percei'ved controllability but not one's perceived
pred'ictabi'lity. Simjlarly, one's sense of confjdence may be
fore, one's

sense

faciIjtated by 'increasing one's perceìved predictabif ity but not
one's perceìved controllabjlity. Whether in areas of childraising or group leadership, the roads to respons'ibjlity
confidence may be quite djfferent from one another

and
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Appendix

Instructjons for

A

Each Experimental Condition
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Condition

I
an

i

have here two wooden discs on which marking5have been made using

invisible ink which can

be made

of this lamp. I turns on tamp]

visib'le under the ultravioìet light

ruotice

that one of these discs ìs

marked

with a triangìe and the other with a circle. I to"nt off ìamp and puts
it onto T.v. tabìe. Then E puts discs inside coffee can and shows s the
inside of the can.]
Now,

the discs are going to be shaken vigorously inside this can,

then blindìy dropped one at a time onto the
discs and hold

jt in your

please pick one
Now

tabìe.

please pick one

trana. þnafe can and drop discs

of the discs

and hold

ou{

of

the

Now,

it in your hand.

I'm going to give you the instructions for the experiment.

Please

follow aìong with this. ftand S copy of instructions.l

óf this study is to investigate the psychological
characteristics of winners and losers before they actually learn whether
The purpose

they have

become

winners

or losers. In this experiment, aiì subjects

given one opportunity to win a

prize.

As you have seen, one

are

of the two

discs is marked with a circle and the other with a triangle.
The discs have been shaken vigorousìy inside the cann then bìindly

at a time onto the tab'le.
one of the discs. In order for you to
dropped one

symboì on

You have already been asked

to pick

of a prize, the
written in invisible ink

be the winner

the disc you picked must be the symbol

this car¿.'Ì indicates card to S then pìaces jt under ultraviolrjt
'lamp. E turns on ultraviolet ìamp and shows S the card] Notice that the

on

js

triangle. At the end of the experiment, the symbol
on the disc you picked will be djsc'losed under the ultraviolet lamp to see
whether you will win a prize from that box.
Now please fill out this ouestionnaire.
symboì on

the card

a

9i
Condi

I
an

tion

2

have here two wooden discs on which markings have been made using

ìnvisible ink which can be made visib]e

under the

ultravioìet light

-f1

of this lamn. [¡ turns on lamp.J Notice that one of these discs is marked
with a triangle and the other with a circle.
I tr"n. off lamp and puts
it onto T.v. tabìe. Then E puts discs inside coffee can and shows s the
inside of the canJ
the discs are going to be shaken vigorously inside this can,
then blindìy dropped one at a time onto the table. please pick one of
Now,

the discs and ho'ld it in your hand.
please pick one

[nur. can and drop discs outìl
and hold it in your hand.

Now,

of the discs
Now I'm going to give you the instructions for the experiment.
fol'low aì ong wi th thi s . f-Hand S copy of i nstructi ons .J

please

of this study is to investigate the psychologicaì
characteristics of winners and losers before they actually ìearn whether
The purpose

losers. In this experiment, a'lì subjects
are given one opportunity to win a prize. As you have seen, one of the
two discs is marked with a circìe and the other with a triangìe.
they have become winners or

The discs have been shaken vigorousìy

inside the can, then blindìy

at a time onto the table. You have a'lready been asked to
one of the discs. In order for you to be the winner of a prize, the
dropped one

symboì on

the disc you picked must be the symbol written in invisìbie ink

this card. ¡! indicates card to s then places it under ultraviolet
The symbol on this card will not be shown to you until the end of the
experìment. At the end of the experiment, the symboì on the disc you
on

will

pick

be disc'losed under the u'ltraviolet lamp to see whether you

a prize from that box.
Now p'lease

fill out this questionnaire.

will

ìamp.J

picked

win

92

Condition

I

3

have here two wooden discs on which markings have been made using

ultraviolet'light
of thìs ìamp. lE turns on lamp.\ Notice that one of these discs is marked
an invisib'le ink which can be made visible under the
f

with a trianglJand the otne" Jiil, a circie. ft tr.n, off lamp and puts
it onto T.V. table.. Then E puts discs inside coffee can and shows S the
r ns r

oe 01 Ene
Now,

a

can .J

the discs are going to be shaken vigorously inside this can,

at a time onto the tab'le. Please take the first
disc that comes out of the can and hold it in your nana. þnate can and
.l
drop discs out.l Now, p'lease take the first disc that dropped out of the
then blind'ly dropped one

can and hold
Now

it in your hand.

I'm going to give you the instructions for the experiment.

Please

foliow along with this. ftand S copy of instructionsJ
The purpose

of this study is to investigate the psychologicaì

characteristics of winners and losers before they actua'l1y learn whether

losers. In this experìment, all subiects
are given one opportunity to win a prize. As you have seen, one of the
two discs is marked with a circle and the other with a triangle.
they have become winners or

The discs have been shaken vigorous'ly
dropped one

the

at a time onto the table.

inside the can, then blindly

You have already been asked

to

take

first dìsc that dropped out of the can. In order for you to be the

of a prize, the symbol on the dìsc Aiven you must be the symboì
written in invisible jnk on this card. þ inaicates card to S then places
it under ultraviolet lamp. E turns on,it"uuiolet lamp and shows S the
caral Notjce that the symbol on the card is a triangle. At the end of the
winner

experìment, the symbol on the disc aìven

you wí11 be disclosed under

to see whether you will win a prize
Now olease fill out this questionnaire.

ultravio'let

lamp

from that box.

the

93

Condition

I

4

have here two wooden discs on which markings have been made using

invisible ink which can be made visible

an

of this

under the

ultraviolet light

of these discs is marked
with a triangìe and the other with a circle. ff tr"nr off ìamp and puts
lamp.
'Ld

it

onto T.V.

ì ns

r

oe

lE turns on lamo.l

table.

Then E puts

r,¡otice

that

one

discs inside coffee can and shows S the

or tne can.J

Now,

the discs are going to be shaken vigorousìy inside this

cano

at a time onto the table. Please take the first
disc that comes out of the can and ho'ld it in your frana. þnate can and
1
drop discs outJ Now, p'lease take the first disc that dropped out of the
then blindìy dropped one

can and hold
Now

it in your

hand.

I'm going to give you the instructions for the experiment. Please

follow along with this. fiand S copy of instructions.]

of this study is to investigate the psychologicaì
characteristics of winners and 'losers before they'actua'lly 'learn whether
they have becone winners or losers. In this experiment, all subiects
are given one opportunity to win a prize. As you have seen' one of the
two djscs js marked with a circle and the other with a triangie.
The purpose

The djscs have been shaken vigorously inside the cano then bìindìy
dropped one

the

at a time onto the table.

first disc that

dropped

You have already been asked

to

take

out of the can. In order for you to be the winner

of a prize, the symboi on the disc Aiven you must be the symbol written
in invisible ink on this card. I inAicates card to S then pìaces it under
'1

ultraviolet ìampJ

The symbo'l on

this

card

will not be shown to you until

the end of the experiment. At the end of the experìment, the symbol

the disc aiven you
whether you
Now

will

please

will

be disc'losed under the

win a prize from that box.

fill out the questionnaire.

ultraviolet

lamp

on

to see

94

Condition

I
an

5

have here two wooden discs on which markings have been made using

invisible ink which can

be made

visib'le under the ultrav'io1et light

|-

[f turns on tamp.l ruot'ice that one of these discs is marked
wjth a trìangìe and the otne" *-ltt a circle. /Î tr"n, off ìamp and puts
it onto T.V. table. Then E puts discs insjdeìotfee can and shows S the
ì
of this

tamp.

inside of the canl
Now

I,m going to give you the instructions for the experiment. Please

fol'low aìong with
The purpose

fiand S copy of instructions]

this.

of this study is to investigate the psychoiogica'l

characteristics of winners and 'losers before they actually learn whether

or'losers. ]n this experiment' al'l subiects are
given one opportunity to wjn a prize. As you have seen, one of the two
discs js marked wjth a c'i rc'l e and the other with a triang'le.
they have become winners

The discs

will

be shaken vigorously insjde the can, then blindly

at a tjme onto the table. You will be asked to pick one of
the discs and hold it'in your hand. In order for you to be the winner
of a prize, the symbol on the disc you pick must be the symbo'l written jn

dropped one

'invisjbìe jnk on thjs card. fe inaicates card to S then places it under
uìtraviolet lamp. E turns on- ultravio'let lamp and shows S the card.] Notice
the card is a triangle. At the end of the experiment,
the symbol on the dìsc you pick will be disclosed under the u'ltraviolet

that the
ìamp

to

symbo'l on

see whether you

Now

please

will

win a prize from that box.

fìll out this questionnajre.

the discs are going to be shaken vigorousiy inside this can'
then blindìy dropped one at a time onto the tab'le. Please pick one of the
l-ì
dìscs and hold it in your hand. þnate can and drop discs outj Now' please
pick one of the discs and hold it ìn your hand'
Now,

95

Condition

I

6

have here two wooden discs on which markings have been made using

an invisib'le ink which can be made visible under the

of this

ultraviolet light

of these discs is marked
with a triangle and the other with a circle. ff trrnr off lamp and puts
it onto ï.V. table. Then E puts discs inside coffee can and shows S the
i ns i de of the can .]
famn.

Now

I turns on famp] Notice that

one

I'm going to give you the instructions for the experiment.

follow along with

this.

Pìease

ftand S copy of instructions]

of this study is to investigate the psychological
characterjstics of winners and losers before they actuaìly learn whether
they have become winners or losers. In this experiment, all subjects are
The purpose

given one opportunìty

to win a prize.

As you have seeno one

of the two

discs is marked with a circje and the other with a triangle.
The djscs

will

be shaken vigorously inside the can, then bìindìy dropped

at a time onto the table. You wìll
and hojd it in your hand. In order for

be asked to pick one

of the discs
you to be the winner of a prize,
the symbol on the disc you pick must be the symbol written in invisible
I
ink on this card. fE indicates card to S then places it under ultraviolet
ì
iampl The symboì on this card wìjl not be shown to you until the end of
the experiment. At the end of the experiment, the symboì on the disc you
pick will be disclosed under the ultravioìet 'lamp to see whether you
one

will

win a prize from that box.
Now o'lease f i I

Now,

then

'l out

th

i

s ouesti onnai re.

the discs are going to be shaken vigorously inside this can,

blindly

dropped one

at a time onto the table.

Please pick one of

it in your nand. þnake can and drop discs out.] Now,
please pick one of the discs and hold it in your hand.
the discs and hoid

96

Condition

I

7

have here two wooden discs on which markings have been nade using

an invisible ink which can be made visible under the ultraviolet liqht
of this 'la.p. .G turns on lamp.: Notice that one of these discs is J."i"¿
with a triangìe and the other with a circle. ff tu"n, off'lamp and puts

it

onto T.V.

table.

Then E puts

discs inside coffee can and shows S the

inside of the can.]
I'm going to give you the instructions for the experiment. please
follow along with this. '[and S copy of instructionsJ
Now

ïhe purpose of this study

is to investigate the psychoìogical

characteristics of winners and losers before they actually learn whether

losers. In this experiment, alì subjects are
one opportunity to win a prize. As you have seen, one of the discs

they have become winners or
given

is

marked

with a circ'le and the other with a triangle.

The discs

wij'l

be shaken vigorously inside the can, then bìind'ly dropped

at a time onto the table.

wiìl be asked to take the first disc
that drops out of the can and hold it in your hand. In order for you to be
one

You

the winner of a prize, the symbo'l on the disc aiven you must be the

written in invisible ink on this card. frindr..r., card to S then

it

symbo'l

olaces

i.ro and shows S the card.'f Notice
that the symbol on the card is a triangle. At the end of the explriment,
under

uìtravioìet ìamp.

E turns on

the symbol on the disc given you wil'l be disc'losed under the ultraviolet
;lamp

to see whether
Now

please

Nown

you

wiì'l win a prize from that

fill out this

ouestionnaire.

the discs are going to be shaken vigorousìy inside this can,

then b'lindly dropped one

at a time onto the table.

disc that drops out of-the can and hoìd
discs out.l
hold

box.

Nowu

it ilyour

pìease take the

rrano.

Pìèase take

the

first

it in your nana. þnafe can and drop

fjrst disc that dropped out of the can and
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Condítion

I

have here two wooden discs on which markíngs have been made using

invisible ink

an

I

of this

which can be made visible under the

uìtravio'let light

þ turns on tamn.] Notice that one of these discs is marked
with a triangìe and the other with a circle. ft tu"n, off lamp and puts
it onto T.v. table. Then E puts discs inside coffee can and shows s the
iamp.

inside of the can.]
Now

I'm going to give you the instructions for the experiment.

please

follow along with this. fiand S copy of instrucfioàs]

of this study is to investigate the psychoìogical
characteristics of winners and losers before they actually learn whether
The purpose

losers. In this experiment, aìl subjects are
one opportunity to win a prize. As you have seen, one of the discs

they have
given

is

marked

become

winners or

with a circle and the other with a triangle.

The discs

will

be shaken vigorousìy inside the can, then bìindìy dropped

at a time onto the table. You will be asked to take the first disc that
drops out of the can and hold it in your hand. In order for you to be the
one

of a prizeo the symbol on the disc Aiven you must be the symbo'l
written in invisible ink on this card. l-g'indicates card to s then pìaces
it under ultraviolet tampJ The synbol on this card will not be shown to
you until the end of the experiment. At the end of the experiment, the
winner

symboì on

the disc aiven you wiil be disclosed under the ultravioìet'lamp

to see whether you wiìl win a pnize from that
Now

pìease

Now,

box.

fill out this questionnaire.

the discs are going to be shaken vigorously inside this can,

then b'lindly dropped one

at a time onto the table.

disc that drops out of the can and hold

it in your trana. finate

out] Nowo please take the first disc that
and hold it in your hand.
discs

Please take the

dropped

first

can and drop

out of the

can
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Appendix

B

Past Time Orientation Questionnajre

99

Pjease

1,

circle the

Which

SYMBOL

estimate.

M0ST

appropriate answer for each question below.

do you expect

to find on the

DISC

you obtained? (Give one

BEST

)

A
'

2.

To what

notatall
3.

To what

0 i

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 toaqreatextent

To what extent do you fee'l you have influenced which DISC you obtained?

notata'll
5.

know which SYMBOL

extent do you feel you have influenced which SYMB0L you obtained?

notatalI
4.

is on the disc you obtained?
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 toaqreatextent

extent do you feel you

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 toaqreatextent

feel each of the following factors is
for your obtaining the DISC you have?

To what extent do you

responsibìe

a. You yourse'l f

notatal'l
b.

0 i

2 3 4 5 6 7 I

toaqreatextent

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I

toagreatextent

Chance

notatall
6. a.

toaqreatextent

The experimenter

notatall
c.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I

Has
wh i

the experìmenter already told you which SYMBOL is assoc'iated with
OUTCOME? (0UTCOME = wi nni ng or not wi nnì ng a pri ze. )

ch

YES
b. If

NO

of the following were you told?
i. If O, I win a prize; ifA, I do not win a pri ze.
ii. If A, I win a prize; ifO , T do not wìn a prìze.
YES, which

100

7.

To what

winning

extent do you feeì you know which 0urc0Mt wi'll occur? (0ulco¡,t¡
or not winning a prize.)-

notatalì

0 I

2 3 4 S 6 7 g toagreatextent

8.Tg,,Tll!-extent
(OUTCOME

do you feet you.have influenced which 0urc0ME
= winning or not wìnniñ-9:-ã-!ïiiïõ-[*

notatalì
9.

0 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 I

To what extent do you want

notatal'l
10.

How

0 i

to win a prize in this

wiil

occur?

toagreatextent

study?

? 3 4 5 6 7 8 toa'greatextent

confident are you that you will win a prize in this study?

notatalì

=

0 1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 I

toagreatextent
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x

C

Future Time Orjentation Questionnaire

102

Please

1.

circle the

MCìST

appropriate answer for each question below.

Which SYMBOL do you expect
RFST octimafo ì

to find

on the

DISC

you

will obtain?

(Give

one

A
will be on the disc you obtain?
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 toaqreatextent

2. To what extent do you feeì you

notatall
3.

To what

extent do you feel you wiì'l have influenced which

notata'l 'l
4.

0 i

SYMB0L

you obtain?

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 toaqreatextent

To what extent do you fee'l you

notatall
5.

0 I

know whjch SYMB0L

wi'l'l have influenced which

0 1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 I

DISC

you obtain?

toaqreatextent

extent do you feel each of the following factors wi'l'l be responsible
for your obtaining the DISC you wiìl have?

To what

a. You yourseìf
notata'l 'l
b.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I

toaqreatextent

Chance

notatall
6. a.

toagreatextent

The exoerimenter

notataì]
c.

0 1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 toagreatexten-t
told you whìch SYMBOL is associated with
= winnjng or not winning a prize.)

Has the experlmenter a'lready

which

b. If

OUTCOME? (0UTC0ME

of the following were you told?
i. If O, I win a prize; if A, I do not win a prize.
ii. IfAo I win a prize; ifO, I do not win a prize.
YES, which

103

7.

extent do you feel you fnow which
or not winning a prize.)

To what

winning

notatall
To what

0UTC0ME

wil'l occur?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I

toaqreatextent

extent do you feel you wil'l have influenced which
= winning or not winniñ!-ã-ffiil)---

OUTC0ME

(OUTC0ME

notatall

10.

How

will

occur?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 toaqr€atextent

9. ïo what extent do you want to win a prize in this

notatall

(OUTCO¡IE =

study?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 toaoreatextent

confident are you that you wi'll win a prize in thjs study?

notatall

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 toaqreatextent

